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From The Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda, 
(Kolkata: Advaita Ashrama, 2016), 2.39-41.

Forms, images, bells, candles, books, 
churches, temples, and all holy symbols 

are very good, very helpful to the growing 
plant of spirituality, but thus far and no 
farther. In the test majority of cases, we 
find that the plant does not grow. It is very 
good to be born in a church, but it is very 
bad to die in a church. It is very good to 
be born within the limits of certain forms 
that help the little plant of spirituality, but 
if a man dies within the bounds of these 
forms, it shows that he has not grown, that 
there has been no development of the soul. 
If, therefore, any one says that symbols, 
rituals, and forms are to be kept forever, he 
is wrong; but if he says, that these symbols 
and rituals are a help to the growth of 
the soul, in its low and undeveloped state, 
he is right. But, you must not mistake 
this development of the soul as meaning 
anything intellectual. 

A man can be of gigantic intellect, yet 
spiritually he may be a baby. You can verify it 
this moment. All of you have been taught to 
believe in an Omnipresent God. Try to think 
of it. How few of you can have any idea of 
what omnipresence means! If you struggle 
hard, you will get something like the idea of 
the ocean, or of the sky, or of a vast stretch 
of green earth, or of a desert. All these are 
material images, and so long as you cannot 
conceive of the abstract as abstract, of the 
ideal as the ideal, you will have to resort to 
these forms, these material images. It does 
not make much difference whether these 

THE ROAD TO WISDOM
Swami Vivekananda on
Significance of Symbols-II

images are inside or outside the mind. We 
are all born idolaters, and idolatry is good, 
because it is in the nature of man. Who can 
get beyond it? Only the perfect man, the 
God-man. The rest are all idolaters. 

So long as we see this universe before 
us, with its forms and shapes, we are all 
idolaters. This is a gigantic symbol we are 
worshipping. He who says he is the body is 
a born idolater. We are spirit, spirit that has 
no form or shape, spirit that is infinite, and 
not matter. Therefore, anyone who cannot 
grasp the abstract, who cannot think of 
himself as he is, except in and through 
matter, as the body, is an idolater. And yet 
how people fight among themselves, calling 
one another idolaters. Therefore, we should 
get rid of these childish notions. We should 
get beyond all these and look at humanity as 
one vast organism, slowly coming towards 
light—a wonderful plant, slowly unfolding 
itself to that wonderful truth which is 
called God—and the first gyrations, the first 
motions, towards this are always through 
matter and through ritual.
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हिरण्यगरभ्ः समवरर्ाग् रे ररूस्य जारभः पहरररेक आसीर ् । हिरण्यगरभ्ः समवरर्ाग् रे ररूस्य जारभः पहरररेक आसीर ् । 
स दाधार पहृिवीं द्ामरु रेमा ंकस्मै दरेवा्य िहवषा हवध रेम ॥ स दाधार पहृिवीं द्ामरु रेमा ंकस्मै दरेवा्य िहवषा हवध रेम ॥ 

्य आत्मदा बलदा ्यस्य हवश्व उपासररे प्रहसष ं्यस्य दरेवा:। ्य आत्मदा बलदा ्यस्य हवश्व उपासररे प्रहसष ं्यस्य दरेवा:। 
्यस्य छा्यामरृ ं्यस्य मतृभुः कस्मै दरेवा्य िहवषा हवध रेम ॥्यस्य छा्यामरृ ं्यस्य मतृभुः कस्मै दरेवा्य िहवषा हवध रेम ॥

्यभः प्राणरो हिहमषरो महित्मैक इद्ाजा जगरो बरवू । ्यभः प्राणरो हिहमषरो महित्मैक इद्ाजा जगरो बरवू । 
्य ईशरे अस्य हविपदश्चरषु्पदभः कस्मै दरेवा्य िहवषा हवध रेम ॥्य ईशरे अस्य हविपदश्चरषु्पदभः कस्मै दरेवा्य िहवषा हवध रेम ॥

Hiraṇyagarbhah samavartatāgre bhпtasya jātah patireka āsīt,  
sa dādhāra prithvīm dyāmutemām kasmai devāya haviṣā vidhema.

Ya ātmadā baladā yasya viśva upāsate prasiṣam yasya devāh,  
yasya chāyāmritam yasya mṛtyuh kasmai devāya haviṣā vidhema.

Yah prāṇato nimiṣato mahitvaika idrājā jagato babhпva, 
ya īśe asya dvipadaścatuṣpadah kasmai devāya haviṣā vidhema.

In the beginning there existed God, the source of light. He was the one Lord of all created 
beings. He upholds this earth and the heavens—He it is to whom we offer our prayers.

He who is the giver of spiritual knowledge and strength, whom the world worships, whose 
command all learned men obey, whose shelter is immortality, whose shadow is death—He 
it is to whom we offer our prayers.

He, whose greatness has made Him the one sole king of this animate and inanimate world, 
who is the creator and lord of bipeds and quadrupeds—He it is to whom we offer our prayers.

(Rig Veda, 10.121.1–3)

[Hiraṇyagarbha, literally the ‘golden womb’ or ‘golden egg’, and poetically translated as 
‘universal womb’, is the source of the creation of the universe or the manifested cosmos in 
Vedic philosophy.]

Prayer to Hiraṇyagarbha

—No bleed here—
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THIS MONTH

In the section, Spiritual Talks, we present 
the spiritual conversations of Swami Shanka-
ranandaji Maharaj, the seventh president of 

the Ramakrishna Order.
Uncertainty is gripping the entire world be-

cause of the pandemic, affecting the individual 
lives and the society at large. In this crisis, we 
should realise the transitory nature of the world, 
maintain equanimity in all circumstances, and 
develop empathy towards all, following the teach-
ings of various spiritual traditions. This month’s 
editorial, What Does the Pandemic Teach? is a 
humble attempt to explore the spiritual solutions 
to the highly complex problems of the day.

The scientific temperament in us questions 
the very existence of God. Yet, we feel dissatis-
fied due to the impermanent nature of the things 
around us. God is the eternal reality that we are 
striving for amid ephemeral things. The spiritual 
journey is the gradual development of a feeling of 
God’s presence. Swami Bhuteshanandaji Maharaj 
(1901–98), the twelfth president of the Rama-
krishna Order, has beautifully brought out these 
ideas in Feeling the Presence of God in Our 
Daily Life with simple analogies and arguments 
that appeal to our heart. The article is based on 
the transcript of the lecture that he delivered at Sri 
Ramakrishna Ashrama, Mysore on 13 June 1990.

The response of some of the wealthy nations in 
the West to the Coronavirus Pandemic, especially 
the USA, is pathetic. The root cause of the prob-
lem lies in the loss of faith of American people 
towards the corrupt political system. The pan-
demic precipitated the condition, and the recent 
protests against racial discrimination added fuel 
to the already existing fire of discontent. When 

will this great nation pull out of these problems 
and occupy its prestigious place in the comity of 
nations? Swami Atmarupananda, the in-charge of 
the Vedanta Society of Greater Houston, with his 
mature Vedantic mind, graphically describes the 
complex situation that the US is facing today in 
his eye-opening article America BC and America 
Now—Before covid-19 and After.

The pandemic leaves catastrophic effects on 
our social systems and ecology. What we have 
to do is to safeguard ourselves and our environ-
ment by decongestion of urban areas. This can 
be achieved by proper planning so that the urban 
areas are situated in the midst of the spread-out 
green fields.  Swami Muktidananda, a trustee of 
the Ramakrishna Math, a member of the Gov-
erning body of the Ramakrishna Mission, and 
also the Adhyaksha, Sri Ramakrishna Ashrama, 
Mysore, has given a detailed and practical 
blueprint for the effective maintenance of our 
ecology to protect the humanity from any future 
pandemic in his insightful article, Impact of the 
Pandemic on Urbanisation and Ecology.

The section, Prabuddha Bharata—125 Years 
Ago, features stimulating excerpts from the jour-
nal published 125 years ago. 

Swami Atmashraddhananda, the secretary, 
Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, Kanpur has re-
viewed the book See God With Open Eyes by 
Swami Chetanananda outlining several aspects, 
which make this literary work contemporarily 
significant and spiritually enlightening. 

In the section, Reminiscences and Reflec-
tions, we present personal accounts of Swami 
Vireshwaranandaji Maharaj, the tenth president 
of the Ramakrishna Order. P
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EDITORIAL

What Does the Pandemic Teach Us?

The adversity among many people reflects 
on the entire society.

We can distil the complex impact 
of the pandemic on the entire world 

in a single word: uncertainty. An 
uncertain future is looming large over the entire 
world. Even after the number of newly affected 
cases reduces, the virus will still leave indelible 
evil marks on the peoples’ psyche. Many art-
icles in reputed journals point out to the dread-
ful impact, the pandemic will make, on society, 
economy, lifestyle, and the very thinking pattern 
of the individuals. The one central theme in these 
studies is uncertainty, the fear of the unknown.

Society and Individual

The relationship between individuals and society 
is organic. Society is a concept while an indi-
vidual is an actual entity. Individuals are bound 
by the regularities, customs, and values of a so-
ciety, which is but a group of people. The indi-
vidual depends upon society, even though society 
does not rely on any particular individual. In the 
Indian tradition, we have two words to indicate 
them: vyashti and samashti—the individual and 
the collective.

The present crisis is detrimental to both in-
dividuals and society. Migrant workers illustrate 
this point (see this month’s Notes and Com-
ments). It shattered their individual lives, jeop-
ardising even the social fabric. For instance, a 
state government in India delayed permission to 
the migrants to travel to their states. The reason 
is that the state did not have enough workforce 
to replace them in important sectors. It counted 

on the migrants for the labour force. This in-
stance shows how the adversity among many 
people reflects on the entire society.

Social Impact

Coronavirus has opened deep wounds in the 
social structures of several countries including 
India, usa, UK, and uae. The deep-rooted so-
cial disparity deep-rooted among Indians has 

been exposed in the form of unrest among the 
migrant workers. The usa saw more deaths 
among backward minority groups than the af-
fluent majority. In the UK, more deaths were re-
ported among immigrants who live in deprived 
conditions. In the uae, the migrant workers 
from India and Pakistan suffered from the pan-
demic more than the local people. 

The educational system has taken a severe 
beating because of the pandemic, as over 1.725 
billion students in around 172 countries are af-
fected by the closure of the educational insti-
tutions, impacting 98.5 per cent of the student 
population. This is according to the official data 
released by the unesco as on 7 June 2020.1 

Social distance norms imposed by govern-
ments worldwide affected the poor people living 
in crowded shanties. Privileged people avoided 
the spread of the virus by adhering to social dis-
tancing, while millions of unfortunate souls 
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suffered to the extent unheard of in recent times. 
The virus brutally exposed the widening gap be-
tween the rich and the poor.

Economic Impact

Global sharemarkets have taken a hit, spread-
ing fear among investors. The unemployment 
rate is mounting even in rich countries like usa. 
The closure of several industries has resulted in 
a massive loss of revenue for the public and pri-
vate enterprises. The travel industry is on the 
brink of a disaster as nations after nations have 
enforced travel restrictions. The oil prices have 
reached their bottom because of the sudden 
drop in demand. 

The economy is shrinking, affecting millions 
of poor and vulnerable people. The International 
Monetary Fund (imf) declared that this crisis 
is the worst since the Great Depression of the 
1930s. It also predicted that the global economy 
will decline by three per cent in this year itself 
with a loss of over nine trillion dollars.2 

Psychological Impact

According to David Robson, a science journal-
ist, the pandemic has changed our psychological 
responses to ordinary situations. We are exhib-
iting tribal traits and becoming more conform-
ists. He says: ‘Our moral judgments become 
harsher and our social attitudes more conserva-
tive.’ The constant bombardment of information 
through media has resulted, according to Rob-
son, ‘heightened anxiety, with immediate effects 
on our mental health’.3 

A study by David J Ley, a clinical psycholo-
gist, published in the Psychology Today says that 
the concern of people regarding the pandemic 
is leading to growing reports of xenophobia and 
racism towards Asian immigrants in the US and 
other Western countries. There is an overwhelm-
ing growth in the ‘fear of others who are different 

from us’, which is ‘heavily influenced by the local 
risk of parasitic infections’.4 

The bottom line in all these psychological 
maladies is uncertainty in every aspect of life. 
In Western countries, people thronged super-
markets to buy essential things in bulk as they 
were uncertain about their availability. This 
panic buying brought out signs of mental stress 
even among normal people. There were quar-
rels and even physical skirmishes among per-
sons for things of daily use. The reason was an 
overwhelming public response to mostly un-
verified information streaming through elec-
tronic media. People wanted to take control of 
the situation and hence started doing things like 
hoarding the supplies, which are not common in 
normal circumstances. 

People were forced to remain indoors for 
several weeks or months together. This caused 
loneliness syndrome, another mental health 
issue. The researchers have found out that an 
interminable period of isolation would cause an 
increased rate of anxiety, stress, and chronic dis-
eases like diabetes and hypertension.

Crisis Management

The effects of the coronavirus are beyond our 
worst imaginations. The problems are not only 
varied but very complex. The teachings of dif-
ferent spiritual traditions offer a pragmatic and 
everlasting solution to the calamity we are facing 
today. Spiritual principles look beyond the 
present scenario and fathom the depths of inher-
ent divine nature of the humans. One’s spiritual 
potential is truly effective in finding a lasting so-
lution to adversities, both social and individual. 
In this way, the ancient sacred wisdom becomes 
the guiding light for crisis management in the 
present situation. Now, we shall learn three im-
portant spiritual principles that will give us inner 
strength to manage this crisis. 
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Transitory World
The first spiritual principle is that every situation 
we face is inevitable, transitory, and is an illusion. 
These three ideas are complementary to each 
other. Some experiences like birth, old age, and 
death are unavoidable. The best way to tackle 
them, according to Bhagavadgita, is to accept 
them as inevitable fleeting happenings. The Gita 
preaches titiksha or forbearance in such cases. As 
we all know, it is very painful to forbear. How-
ever, it will be possible for us to endure when we 
understand anityatva, the transitory nature of 
the world. The world is changing constantly be-
cause it is mithya, an illusory appearance on the 
Reality called Brahman. 

Maya is the cause of such an illusion. It is, ac-
cording to Swami Vivekananda, ‘a simple state-
ment of facts—what we are and what we see 
around us’.5 The Buddhist tradition has a similar 
concept called Duhkha. As we normally under-
stand, it is not just suffering. According to Bud-
dhist teachings, Duhkha is the true nature of all 
worldly existence. Ignorance of this fact of life 
pushes us into more and more misery. 

Equanimity of Mind

The second principle is equanimity, mental 
calmness, and evenness of temper, especially 
in a tough situation. If we remain calm, the 
mind will remain still and focused. The Gita ex-
tolls samatva, equanimity as yoga,6 the way to 
the Divine. In modern terms, it can be construed 
as the ‘maturity to understand and accept things 
as they come up in life’.

Modern psychology suggests various ways to 
reach equanimity. However, spiritual traditions 
like Vedanta and Buddhism advocate know-
ledge of the impermanency of the world as the 
only royal way to achieve this. The logic behind 
it is simple. If we understand the world to be 
transient, we don’t get too much involved in it. 

We develop asakti, dispassion, which makes our 
mind undisturbed. We become mature enough 
to witness the happenings in our life in a proper 
perspective. 

Vedanta, the spiritual and philosophical trad-
ition of the Upanishads, says that the world we 
see around us is but an appearance on Brahman, 
the true reality. The appearance is myriad, but 
the reality is the same. The misery is due to the 
non-recognition of the Reality as the essence 
of multiplicity.  Brihadaaranyaka  Upanishad 
says that Brahman is the state of fearlessness,7 as 
there is nothing second to be scared. The bot-
tom line is that the spiritual journey towards the 
attainment of oneness destroys all inhibitions, 
phobias, and misery, which are only products 
of ignorance. 

Empathy

The third spiritual principle that helps us to tide 
over the present crisis is empathy in its genuine 
form. Most of the spiritual traditions say that 
pure love of God and realisation of one’s spiritual 
nature raises this noble sentiment in our mind. 
Real empathy is the natural progression of a deep 
understanding of the divinity within one’s heart. 

The difference between ‘empathy’ and ‘sym-
pathy’ is relevant in this context. Empathy means 
‘the ability to understand and share the feelings 
of another’ whereas sympathy means ‘feelings 
of pity and sorrow for someone else’s misfor-
tune’. One may develop sympathy instinctively, 
but real empathy can arise in one’s mind only 
through spiritual education. We shall now ex-
plore the meaning and significance of empathy 
in different spiritual traditions that act as a bea-
con light in this hour of distress and confusion.

Empathy in the Buddhist Tradition 

There are two words associated with empathy 
in the Buddhist tradition. They are ‘metta’ or 
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‘maitri’ and ‘karunaa’, translated as ‘loving-
kindness’ and ‘compassion’ respectively. Ac-
cording to Buddhism, one should cultivate these 
virtues by prolonged meditation on them. One 
type of meditation is associating ourselves with 
others as equal and the same. This is akin to 
‘similarity’, an idea mooted in social psychology, 
which refers to personality, attitudes, values, 
interests, and attraction shared among individ-
uals. This meditation helps us see the ‘similarity’ 
with others. 

Another type of meditation is a mental ex-
change of oneself with others, that is, putting 
ourselves in the place of a suffering person. In 
psychology, it is termed as ‘perspective taking’, 
an act of perceiving a situation or understanding 
a concept from an alternative point of view, such 
as that of another individual. It is the ability 
to go beyond our point of view to understand 
clearly how others are thinking and feeling.8 

Empathy in the Christian Tradition

According to Christianity, empathy is the out-
reach of God’s love and is centred around the 
personality of Jesus, who is the embodiment 
of empathy. The suffering he endured is the ex-
pression of his empathy towards the whole of 
humanity. The New Testament says: ‘Seeing the 
people, he felt compassion for them because 
they were distressed and dispirited like sheep 
without a shepherd.’9 In Christian tradition, we 
are asked to emulate Jesus by sharing the suffer-
ings of our brothers and sisters as St Paul says: 
‘Rejoice with those who rejoice, and weep with 
those who weep.’10 St Peter emphasises mutual 
love and compassion when he says: ‘All of you 
be of one mind, having compassion for one an-
other; love as brothers, be tender-hearted, be 
courteous.’11 The art of empathy is to be learned 
from God himself, as it is he who comforts us in 
every way. 

Empathy in Islamic Tradition
Empathy is very much encouraged in Islam. This 
is evident in several quotations from the Quran. 
In one place, it is said: ‘The believers in their 
mutual kindness, compassion, and sympathy are 
just like one body. When one of the limbs suf-
fers, the whole body responds to it with wakeful-
ness and fever.’ There is an instance of prophet 
Muhammad’s empathy for a mother, when he 
says: ‘I start prayer and I want to make it long, 
but then I hear an infant crying, so I make my 
prayer short, because I know the distress caused 
to the mother by his crying.’12

According to Islamic tradition, empathy is ‘the 
mark of a true believer’, the one who would put 
oneself in the position of the other and think what 
one would do if one is in that position. Also, a true 
believer feels ‘special love for other believers’.13

Empathy in Vedantic Tradition

The teaching of empathy found in the Upani-
shads is established on the oneness of existence. 
Seeing ‘all beings in the Self itself, and the Self 
in all beings’14 is the core teaching of the Upa-
nishads. Brihadaaranyaka Upanishad describes 
the state of oneness, when one becomes every-
thing. In that state, one identifies oneself with 
the essence of whole existence, which the Upa-
nishad terms as Atman or Brahman. Brihadaa-
ranyaka Upanishad says in this regard: ‘Aham 
brahmaasmi iti, tasmaat tat sarvam abhavat; re-
alising one’s true self as Brahman, one becomes 
everything.’15 

This is the highest goal of a human being. 
How is this to be practised in our daily life? The 
Gita shows us the way. ‘Atmaupamyena sarvatra 
samam pashyati yo’rjuna, sukham vaa yadi vaa 
duhkham sa yogi paramo matah; O Arjuna, that 
yogi is considered the best who judges what is 
happiness and sorrow in all beings by the same 
standard as he would apply to himself.’16
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Acharya Shankara in his commentary explains 
that a yogi, who looks upon happiness and sorrow 
as pleasant and unpleasant to all beings by the 
same standard as she or he would apply to one-
self, is considered as the best among the yogis.17 

The Gita teaches that an aspirant should 
practise what becomes natural for an adept 
yogi. Hence, practising same-sightedness is an 
effective technique for crisis management.

 Bhakti schools of Vedanta give prominence 
to the love of God. The intense loving devotion 
is called bhakti. Bhagavata shows how we can 
make use of this divine love for the good of all. 
Kapila Muni, considered to be an incarnation of 
God, instructs Devahuti, his mother, as follows:

My presence in all beings should be recog-
nised. … men in distress should be shown sym-
pathy and kindness. … I abide by all beings as 
their innermost soul. Disregarding My presence 
within them, men make a show of worship-
ping Me through images. If one disregards Me 
present in all as their soul and Lord but ignor-
antly offers worship is as ineffective as sacrificial 
offerings made in ashes. A man who persecutes 
Me living in others, who is proud and haughty, 
who looks upon God as the other—such a per-
son will never attain peace of mind. If a man 
disregards and persecutes fellow beings, but 
worships Me in images with many rituals and 
rich offerings, I am not at all pleased with him 
for offering such worship. A man should, how-
ever, worship Me in images, side by side with 
discharging his duties, which include the love 
of all beings, until he actually realises My pres-
ence in himself and in all beings.18 

The Bhakti traditions say that one can de-
velop empathy with others by seeing God in 
them. The love of God transforms into the love 
for all beings for it is the same God who resides 
in the hearts of all. Thus, the empathy, a human 
emotion, elevates itself into recognising divinity 
in all. Seeing God in all is real empathy.

Seeing God in All 
The traditional Vedanta was confined to in-
dividual spiritual pursuits. There are wonder-
ful sayings in the Upanishads and the Gita 
suggestive of the social dimension of Ved-
anta. Isha Upanishad says that one should cover 
everything on this earth with  isha,  the con-
sciousness of God.19 Chhaandogya Upanishad 
declares: ‘Sarvam khalu idam brahma; all this 
is Brahman.’20 The Gita presents a concept of 
universal sacrifice, yajna, in which everyone sac-
rifices for the benefit of society. However, the 
utility of these sayings in the modern times was 
not realised by common people until the advent 
of Sri Ramakrishna.

Sri Ramakrishna is a supreme lover of God 
as well as a great lover of human beings. He 
saw God in all, but more so in a human being. 
He says: ‘Men are like pillow-cases. The colour 
of one may be red, that of another blue, and 
that of the third black; but all contain the 
same cotton within. So it is with man; one is 
beautiful, another is ugly, a third holy, and a 
fourth wicked; but the Divine Being dwells in 
them all.’21 

Sri Ramakrishna’s love for humans is intense 
and genuine because he saw in and through them 
the living God himself. He says: ‘God no doubt 
dwells in all, but He manifests more through 
man than through other beings. Is man an in-
significant thing? ... God exists in other living 
beings—animals, plants, nay, in all beings—but 
He manifests Himself more through man than 
through these others.’22

True empathy is loving God in a human 
being. Love in one’s mind takes external expres-
sion in the service of God. When we see God in 
all, we serve God in all. Sri Ramakrishna gives 
expression to this beautiful idea in his famous 
teaching,  ‘Shivajnaane jeeva sevaa; serve all 
beings knowing well that they are divine’.
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Service and Renunciation

The ideals of renunciation and 
service preached by Swamiji 
are rooted in the Upanishad 
teaching : ‘Tena tyaktena 
bhunjeeta; one should protect 
oneself by renunciation.’23 Re-
nunciation is the primary req-
uisite for selfless service. They 
are inseparable, like two sides 
of the same coin. One cannot 

truly serve hiding a selfish motive within. Giving 
up the ego-centric attitude is called renunciation. 
Service is a natural expression of love and unself-
ishness. It is in these twin ideals that we find the 
pragmatic and rational articulation of genuine 
empathy.

Conclusion

As countries worldwide are putting endless ef-
fort to come out of the clutches of coronavirus, 
what we can do in the least is to spread the mes-
sage of empathy and understanding among one 
and all. The real empathy is serving others iden-
tifying oneself with them. The eternal values 
found in spiritual traditions will guide us in this 
direction. Sri Ramakrishna is the embodiment 
of these values. P 
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Introduction

evered Swami Shankaranandaji Maharaj 
was born on Tuesday, 9 March 1880 at his 

maternal uncle’s house at Baje Pratappur 
in Hooghly district of West Bengal. His father 
Navinkrishna Sengupta was an engineer. Maha-
raj’s pre-monastic name was Amritalal Sengupta. 
Swami Sadananda, the first monastic disciple of 
Swami Vivekananda, was his distant relative in 
his pre-monastic life. As a child, Amritalal had 
a glimpse of Swamiji upon his return from the 
West. As a boy, Amritalal was very energetic, and 
yet possessed a gentle disposition that evolved 
wonderfully later in his monastic life. Amritalal 
joined the Ramakrishna Order at Belur Math in 
1902. He was initiated by Swami Brahmananda, 
the spiritual son of Sri Ramakrishna, who had 
a great liking for the boy and fondly called him 
‘Amulya’, meaning ‘precious’. Eventually, he came 
to be known as Amulya Maharaj.

Brahmachari Amulya Maharaj was ini-
tiated into sannyasa by  Swami Brahma-
nanda in 1906 and came to be known as Swami 
Shankarananda. He served his guru devotedly 
as an attendant and moulded his life under 
guru’s active guidance. Swami Shankaranan-
da’s visits to various places in India with Sis-
ter Nivedita and a visit to Japan with Swami 

Sadananda, helped him to get rich educa-
tive experiences related to culture, religion, 
and architecture. Swami Shankarananda was 
instrumental in building the monastery at 
Bhubaneswar, under the guidance of Swami 
Brahmananda. The temples of Holy Mother 

SPIRITUAL TALKS

Spiritual Conversations with 
Swami Shankarananda
Swami Tejasananda

English translation by Swami Satyapriyananda

Swami Shankarananda (1880–1962)
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Sri Sarada Devi and Swami Brahmananda at 
Belur Math were later built under his supervi-
sion. Swami Shankarananda was austere and 
meditative by nature and performed auster-
ities at places like Darjeeling, Bhubaneswar, 
and Puri.

Swami Shankarananda became a Trustee of 
the Ramakrishna Math and a member of the 
Governing Body of the Ramakrishna Mission 
in 1910. He served as one of the Joint Secretar-
ies of the Order since 1929 and later became its 
Treasurer in 1938. For brief periods, he served 
as the head of the Bhubaneswar and Delhi 
centres of the Order. In 1947, he became a Vice 
President of the Order. After the Mahasamdhi 
of Swami Virajananda, the mantle of the office 
of Presidency fell on Swami Shankarananda on 
19 June 1951. He was a man of few words and 
maintained a stern outward appearance, but 
had motherly love and concern for all. His ten-
ure as the President of the Order was marked 
by the consolidation of the Ramakrishna Move-
ment in various parts of the country. Swami 
Shankarananda entered into Mahasamadhi at 
Belur Math on Saturday, 13 January 1962 at the 
age of 81.

During the Presidency of Swami Shankara-
nanda: (i) an independent monastic Order 
for the nuns, known as the ‘Sarada Math’, was 
brought into existence, (ii) the birth centenary 
celebrations of the Holy Mother was conducted 
successfully, and (iii) a seminary for the novices 
called the ‘Probationers’ Training Centre’ was 
founded at Belur Math. 

Swami Tejasananda was the Principal of 
Ramakrishna Mission Vidyamandira, next door 
to the sprawling campus of Belur Math. The 
diary of the conversation that took place be-
tween Swami Tejasananda and Revered Swami 
Shankaranandaji during the years 1965–72 was 
obtained from Swami Sarvadevananda, the 

head of the Vedanta Society of Southern Cali-
fornia, Hollywood, usa. This material is a part 
of the Bengali book, ‘Swami Shankarananda’, 
first published from the Bamunmura centre of 
the Ramakrishna Order in 2005, and is being 
published since then by Udbodhan Karyalaya, 
Kolkata. 

We present the English version of these con-
versations for the benefit of our readers. These 
accounts reveal the many-sided greatness of 
Swami Shankarananda such as his extraordinary 
mastery over scriptures, his thorough grounding 
in philosophy, his power of minute observation, 
his sense of wit and humour, and also his know-
ledge of medicines. We will also come to know 
some unknown facts about the Holy Mother Sri 
Sarada Devi and Swami Vivekananda. In these 
conversations, discussions about the direct dis-
ciples of Sri Ramakrishna and incidents from 
the childhood days of Swami Shankarananda 
are also included. 

*****
March 21, 1956
I went to meet Revered Swami Shankaranandaji 
Maharaj at 9 a.m. in connection with some 
work. On seeing me, Maharaj asked me to come 
in and take a seat. He was in a relatively good 
health that day.

A few months earlier, upon our earnest re-
quest, Revered Maharaj had come to Rama-
krishna Mission Vidyamandira.1  (Hereafter 
‘Vidyamandira’ for short). On that occasion, 
Maharaj had given some instructions to the stu-
dents of the college. Students had recorded those 
invaluable words of counsel. I had brought a writ-
ten account of these instructions to show to Re-
vered Maharaj in order to get his approval before 
publishing them in the Vidyamandira magazine 
(presently called Vidyamandira Patrika). When 
I read out to him, he pointed out some correc-
tions to be incorporated in the text.
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 1. A residential college conducted by Rama-
krishna Mission adjacent to the Belur Math.

 2. Bhakti-rasaamrita-sindhu, Purva Bhaga, 3rd 
Lahari, 25–6.

I told Maharaj that on Sunday, 4 March 1956, 
Sri Nirmal Kumar Siddhanta, the Vice-Chan-
cellor of the University of Calcutta, had come 
to Vidyamandira on the occasion of the prize-
distribution ceremony, and going around the 
college and the hostels had praised the institu-
tion in lofty terms. 

Maharaj: If the students imbibe the correct 
bhaava (attitude, ideas, and ideals) at their ten-
der age, they will grow up into being ideal human 
beings. Don’t you see, how many students stay-
ing with Anadi Maharaj (Swami Nirvedananda, 
the founder of Ramakrishna Mission Calcutta 
Students’ Home) have imbibed the ideas and 
ideals of Ramakrishna-Vivekananda and be-
come monks of the Order. It is enough if one’s 
mind is turned to God and one holds fast to the 
truth. Truth is indeed one of the forms of God. 
If one makes truth the pole-star of one’s life, then 
everything becomes alright.

I asked: What is meant by the term ‘bhaava’?
Maharaj: It is written in the Tantra scriptures: 
‘Bhaavena labhate sarvam bhaavena dar-

shanam / bhaavena labhate jnaanam tasmaat 
bhaavaanulambanam.’

‘Having faith in God is bhaava; not having 
faith in God is abhaava. If one has intellect, and 
self-confidence, that is, faith in oneself, then one 
gets right Knowledge and the vision of God.’

In the Bhakti-rasaamrita-sindhu  of Sri 
Rupa Goswami it is said: Kshaantir-avyar-
tha-kaalatvam viraktir-maanashunyataa / 
Aashaabaddhah anutkanthaa naamagaane 
sadaaruchih / Aasaktis-tadgunaakhyaane priti-
stat-vasati-sthale / Ityaadayo’nubhavaah syuh 
jaata bhaavankura jane.2

In this verse, the characteristics of a per-
son in whom the true bhaava has risen have 
been stated: kshaanti, mental tranquillity 
under all conditions; avyartha-kaalatvam, not 
wasting one’s time;  viraktih,  dispassion for 

worldly pleasures;  maana-shunyataa,  be-
reft of pride;  aashaa-baddhah,  never yield-
ing to despondency;  anutkanthaa,  intense 
yearning for God-realisation;  naama-gaane 
sadaa-ruchih, taste for the constant repetition 
of the holy name of God;  aasaktistad-guna-
aakhyaane, attachment to the singing of God’s 
Name and glories;  pritistat-vasati-sthale,  de-
votion and faith for those places where the 
worship of God is conducted;  ityaadayoh-
anubhavah syuh jaata bhaava ankura jane, all 
these are experienced in the lives of those in 
whom bhaava has sprouted.

I observed: Maharaj, time and patience are 
required for obtaining all these qualities. 

Maharaj: What doubt is there in this? You 
have been to Puri, the temple town of Sri Jagan-
nath; haven’t you? There is a provision for the 
water to enter into a pool near the ocean there. 
Water enters that pool little by little every day. 
When a huge amount of water is accumulated, it 
takes a monstrous form and sweeps away every-
thing on its way. Such a thing happens in our 
life also. Is it possible for everything to happen 
in a single day? With tenacity and untiring ef-
fort, the bhaava gets strengthened. It is this con-
densed bhaava that goads a person towards what 
is good. In the face of that strength, all opposing 
thoughts and tendencies get swept away. Con-
sider the case of your students itself: how at this 
tender age they get the opportunity to imbibe 
a beautiful bhaava in the company of monks! 
If they can mould their lives in these ideals for 
a long time, then they will be able to tread the 
correct path in life. P

Notes and References
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NOTES AND COMMENTS

The Children of Mother India

he pandemic was engulfing the entire 
nation. Simultaneously, another tragedy, a 
man-made one, was unfolding. 

Arjun Kumar, aged twenty, who was on his 
way to Basti in Uttar Pradesh, over 450 kilome-
tres away, said: ‘At least in our village, we won’t 
starve. Here in the city who will feed us?’1

Papu, aged thirty-two, was trying to return 
to his home in Sharanpur district in the state of 
Uttar Pradesh, which is 125 miles from Delhi. He 
said: ‘You fear the disease, living on the streets. 
But I fear hunger more, not corona.’2 

During the lockdown period, migrant work-
ers in India faced enormous difficulties. As the 
industries shut down, they had no food and 
money to support themselves and their dear 
ones. They found that the only way of sustenance 
was to go back to their villages. As all modes of 
transport were cancelled, many of them started 
walking. Unfortunately, around 500 of them, 
died of exhaustion, hunger, and road accidents. 
Others continued to walk in a hopeless state of 
mind filled with uncertainty, fear, and anger.

Because of the stoppage of the industries and 
enterprises, the poor casual and daily wage workers 
were suddenly stripped of their livelihood. They 
had neither food nor money, and many times, not 
even a proper dwelling to maintain social distanc-
ing during the pandemic. They did not have the 
luxury of staying at home. So, they felt betrayed 
socially and underwent a turbulent period of help-
lessness and restlessness that directed them towards 
their native villages. More comfortable sections of 
society did not face such deprivation and neglect.

 1. The Washington Post, 28 March 2020.
 2. The New York Times, 29 March 2020. 
 3. Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda, 5.14.
 4. The Life of Swami Vivekananda, 2.616.

The miserable, marginalised, and vulnerable 
classes are the victims of a social crisis that is 
more hazardous than the coronavirus. The pan-
demic is not just a health question; it is a social, 
economic, and spiritual problem. 

Swami Vivekananda says: ‘How my heart 
ached to think of what we think of the poor, the 
low, in India. They have no chance, no escape, no 
way to climb up. … They sink lower and lower 
every day, they feel the blows showered upon 
them by a cruel society and they do not know 
whence the blow comes.’3

In 1901, some labourers from Santal tribe 
were engaged to clear and level the Belur Math 
grounds. Swamiji would listen to their stories of 
poverty. One day, he fed them with delicacies. 
When the meal was over, Swamiji told them: 
‘You are Narayanas; today I have entertained 
the Lord Himself by feeding you!’ Later he re-
marked to a disciple: ‘I actually saw the Lord 
Himself in Them! How simple-hearted and 
guileless they are!’4 

Swamiji would have reacted similarly on see-
ing the plight of the migrant workers today. We 
imagine that he would have addressed them as 
‘Children of Mother India!’ Indeed, our brothers 
and sisters, who have created the wealth of our na-
tion but suffered so much in front of our eyes, are 
the real children of mother india! P
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In these days of extreme scepticism, we 
often doubt even the existence of God; what 
to speak of the feeling of the presence of God 

in our everyday life. These are days of scientific 
thinking, as they say. Unfortunately, the word 
‘science’ is associated with our experience through 
the senses, directly or indirectly, and we feel doubt 
about the authenticity of that which cannot to be 
verified by the senses. Moreover, these are the days 
when people have to fight hard for their day-to-
day existence. In these days of competition, we 
have to remain preoccupied with worldly duties 
and responsibilities. In the midst of this kind of 
busy life, we have to ponder over what is the place 
of God and, much less to say, what is the place of 
his presence in our everyday life.

Feeling of Loss

We are very much upset about the loss of the 
age-old Hindu tradition. In the past, India had 
the tradition of remembering God at every step 
of our existence, at every step! From morning, 
when we got up from sleep, we started the day 
thinking of God with a prayer; and when we 
went to bed at night, we said a prayer before fall-
ing asleep. That was the life we had in the past 
in India. Unfortunately, that tradition has been 
lost, and worse than that, we are not even feeling 
sorry for that. That is the difficulty in our life in 
the modern times. It may be because of the mod-
ern trend of education, along with the impact of 
other cultures from outside. Now the total effect 

Feeling the Presence of God 
in Our Everyday Life

Swami Bhuteshananda

is that our life has been very much upset by the 
feeling of scepticism. That scepticism is apparent 
in almost all sections of society. 

Though the life of people living in remote 
villages as well as of those who are not in con-
flict with urban civilisation and Western type 
of education may not have been much altered, 
the influence of modern society has penetrated 
almost all other sections of life. Everywhere we 
feel that even if there is God, we do not have 

Swami Bhuteshananda (1901–98)
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much to do with him. He does not procure our 
bread, he does not provide us with our clothing, 
he does not provide us with our shelter. So, what 
is he there for is what we think. Even without 
the thought of God our life goes on more or less 
smoothly—God has become somewhat redun-
dant in our everyday life. This is the unfortunate 
state of things that prevails in modern times.

Those who are astute thinkers, however, are 
not affected by this modern tide of living and 
thinking. In spite of all the glamour of mod-
ern society, and all the amenities that have been 
provided recently for us, which were unknown 
to our forefathers, they feel that they have lost 
something and are not satisfied with all the re-
cent improvements of life. Among them there 
is a feeling of something lost, in spite of the so-
called advancement. 

I have seen from my first-hand experience in 
some Western cultures, and in some people who 
advocate them, that there is a sort of dissatisfac-
tion, a sort of uneasiness. In spite of all these 
advancements in various fields, there is some-
thing that is lacking, something that would have 
made us happier than we are now. That unhap-
piness, that discontent is visible almost every-
where. ‘Almost everywhere’ I say, because there 
may be exceptions. But apart from those excep-
tions, we can say that the discontent is visible 
almost everywhere, in spite of all the amenities 
of the so-called advancements.

This feeling of loss, as I said, is not only in 
India but elsewhere also. Even people who are 
supposed to be very practical, whom we consider, 
rightly or wrongly, as more worldly minded, 
even they have got this feeling that something is 
lacking, in spite of the glamour of modern life. 
We know that India is economically backward, 
and the Indian standard of living is considered 
to be very poor in comparison with Western 
standards. With all that, Indians feel that they 

are in no way worse that what Westerners are, 
because they have something compensatory that 
is lacking in the West. Indians are traditionally 
supposed to be religious, but now they have to 
think a little more closely and analyse themselves 
whether they are really religious.

What is Meant by Spirituality?

The word ‘religion’ is a taboo. By religion we 
commonly mean a sort of dogmatic faith or rit-
ualistic tradition. But religion need not neces-
sarily be confined to those ideas only. Religion 
is now replaced by the word ‘spirituality’, which 
is the same among different cultures. The con-
ception of spirituality is considered to be above 
the word ‘religion’, but there is no such distinc-
tion—perhaps religion and spirituality are the 
same. What is meant by spirituality is the idea 
that our essence is spiritual, that we are not the 
body but the spirit. 

The spirit, which means non-identification 
with the body, is at the root of all religious con-
cepts. If our body is everything, then life has no 
meaning; it will end with the perishing of the 
body. When the body is destroyed, nothing re-
mains. This is what the ancient Charvakas said: 
‘Bhasmibhutasya dehasya punaraagamanam 
kutah; once a body is reduced to ashes, how can 
it come back again?’1 What they meant is that 
the body is our very existence, that existence 
will be terminated with our physical death. This 
theory does not appeal to most of us. We feel that 
the body may perish, but we do not come to an 
end thereby. There may be something, even after 
death. What that something is, we do not know.

The idea persists that with death everything 
does not come to an end. Suppose if it did, then, 
what is the use of our moral life and what is the 
use of the values that we cherish in life? They 
have no meaning if the physical death means 
the end of everything. There will be then no 
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sustained place for any kind of morality. We will 
think that the more we dominate over others, 
the more we can grab objects of enjoyment; the 
more we can satisfy our senses, the better for us. 
People will say that life is short, so let us fill every 
moment of it with enjoyments, as far as possible. 
Such attempts have already been made in India 
as well as elsewhere.

In Western countries they carried on this ex-
periment more consistently, while in India it 
happened in the ancient days of the Charvaka 
system. Even when this idea is there, it does not 
appeal to most of us, as it does not appeal to 
everybody in Western countries. That is why the 
question about an entity other than the material 
existence is always bothering us, making us un-
comfortable in spite of all the amenities of life 
that we have in modern times. As the amenities 
have increased, our greed for more and more 
continues, as has been experimented and found 
in our ancient days. The lesson we learnt from 
the past is that by adding to our objects of enjoy-
ment we can never have the actual satisfaction.

Spiritual Craving

In the Bhagavata, as well as in the Maha-
bharata, we find the story of king Yayati, who 
after many years of sense enjoyments came to the 
following conclusion: ‘Verily, this desire for en-
joyment never becomes satisfied through enjoy-
ment. The desires go on increasing and become 
more and more intense as in the case of fire when 
clarified butter is poured into it.’2 The desire for 
enjoyment does not end with the objects of en-
joyment being brought to us. The more we enjoy, 
the more our greed increases; just like by adding 
ghee or butter to the fire it increases further, and 
becomes more and more powerful. So is the case 
with every walk of life. 

We are not satisfied; we always want some-
thing more. Only at the end of our life we realise 

“We look before and after,
And pine for what is not:
Our sincerest laughter
With some pain is fraught;
Our sweetest songs are those that tell
Of saddest thought.
Yet if we could scorn
Hate, and pride, and fear;
If we were things born
Not to shed a tear,
I know not how thy joy we ever
Should come near.”

— Excerpt from the poem 'To a Skylark'  

by Percy Bysshe Shelley

Percy Bysshe Shelley—a Painting by Alfred Clint
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that all our attempts at gratifying our senses have 
proved to be ineffective, and we have not got 
that peace which we had been seeking. Such is 
the experience that comes to all thinking beings. 
The ultimate satisfaction is the quest of our life. 
Everyone may not be a thinking being, that is, 
one may not consider in detail what is the aim 
of life, and how one has to live to just get at 
that goal of life. Everybody does not give much 
thought to that. Such people are considered by 
our ancient philosophers as no better than ani-
mals, for animals live without such a thought. 

If a human being lives like an animal, then she 
or he will have no higher aim in life, no think-
ing as to what should be the goal of life. That is 
the common feature of people who are living 
an animal life. But then we will come to know 
that mere animal life does not satisfy us. If we 
are thinking beings, as a poet says: ‘We look be-
fore and after / And pine for what is not.’3 (See 
previous page for an extract of the poem) ‘We 

look before and after’ means what I had been and 
what I shall be afterwards; ‘And pine for what 
is not’ means we are not satisfied with what we 
have. It means there is a discontent. We always 
want something that will bring us eternal peace 
and satisfaction, something that we do not have. 

Spiritual Quest

Such condition prevails in almost every sec-
tion of human society. This being so, we have 
to find answers to questions like ‘what is the 
remedy?’, ‘what should be our goal?’, ‘how to 
shape our life so that there can be better sat-
isfaction?’ There is an incident in the life of 
Swami Vivekananda. When he met the famous 
American agnostic Robert Ingersoll, Swamiji 
asked him what was the aim of his life. Swamiji 
could not understand what Ingersoll lived for if 
he did not believe in the existence of God or in 
the existence of the afterlife. Ingersoll replied: 
‘I believe in making the most out of this world, 
in squeezing the orange dry, because this world 
is all we are sure of.’ Then Swamiji told him: ‘I 
know a better way to squeeze the orange of this 
world than you do; and I get more out of it. I 
know I cannot die, so I am not in a hurry. I know 
that there is no fear, so I enjoy the squeezing. … 
Everyone is God to me. Think of the joy of lov-
ing man as God! Squeeze your orange this way 
and get ten thousandfold more out of it. Get 
every single drop!’4 

I do not know how far Ingersoll understood 
what Swamiji said, but that is what we are think-
ing of. We try to get more satisfaction, more per-
manent, lasting, and fuller satisfaction in this life 
or in whatever life our animal existence can pro-
vide us with. That is the quest we have. Ancient 
Indian rishis devised a pattern of life that would 
give satisfaction for every grade of existence. That 
is why we have the purushaarthas, the quests of 
life as four: dharma, artha, kama, and moksha.

Robert Ingersoll (1833–99)
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Dharma implies our duties [both in social 
and religious life]. These duties help us regulate 
our life so as to attain the ultimate goal of human 
life. Then artha, wealth, must be there to pro-
cure the basic necessities for sustenance. Then 
only one can fulfil kama, desire for the satisfac-
tion of senses or satisfaction of the mind. Finally 
comes moksha, liberation from the prison-house 
of the life of raaga and dvesha, likes and dislikes, 
which are due to our attachment and identifica-
tion with the body. It is a sort of prison-house as 
it were, because it does give us some satisfaction, 
no doubt, but at the same time it limits our ex-
istence, it limits our knowledge and it limits our 
sense of happiness as well.

Blessed Discontent

As long as we are identified with the body, we 
can never have the freedom that is attained when 
we are disentangled from this bondage of the 
body. Our life has to be shaped in such a way that 
this prison cannot hold us, that we may not be 
limited within the body, that we may not perish 
along with the destruction of the body. That has 
to be found out. In the Upanishads we find that 
we can realise our true Self, the Atman, which 
is free from all connections with the body, the 
senses, the mind, and so forth. Then why should 
we suffer the miseries the body is endowed with? 
The body is significant not only for the joy it 
enjoys, but also for the suffering. That suffer-
ing comes inevitably in association with the joys 
of life. So the more we suffer, the more we seek 
an escape from it and the more we get entan-
gled into the bondage. This is the difficulty that 
we are suffering from. We cannot solve it in the 
ordinary sense.

As I have told you, in our country there was a 
gradation of the choice of objectives—dharma, 
artha, kama, and moksha. We do need the pri-
mary requirements for our body. We must have 

food, clothing, shelter, and so forth. But these 
by themselves cannot keep us satisfied, because 
they satisfy only our limited needs, while our real 
needs are unlimited.

All the requirements may be fulfilled and yet 
we may not have that happiness we are seeking. 
When we struggle endlessly to derive that joy 
from sense pleasures, we come to realise, like 
king Yayati, that they never give us the satisfac-
tion that we are seeking. We are discontented, 
we do not have the contentment or the satis-
faction that we have everything. In spite of all 
our possessions, we feel that we have lost some-
thing, which perhaps is more valuable than what 
we possess. This feeling leads to the quest for 
spiritual life. 

Such a feeling of discontentment is at the 
root of spiritual seeking. We do not live by bread 
alone. That is the experience we acquire from our 
life in this world. If with wide open eyes we just 
look at our condition, we shall come to the re-
alisation that any amount of worldly enjoyments 
cannot give us permanent happiness or content-
ment. The joys that we experience are only tem-
porary, lasting for the moment we get the object 
of desire, to feel unhappy or dissatisfied again in 
the next moment. 

Seeking the Eternal

This dilemma is beautifully depicted in 
the scriptures. What would happen if you 
are given much wealth and whatever you de-
sire to have? In the Katha Upanishad we find 
that Yama offered Nachiketa everything that 
he could desire: ‘Sarvaan kaamaan-chhan-
datah praarthayasva; pray for all those cher-
ished things according to your choice.’5 But 
what did Nachiketa say? ‘No, I am not satisfied 
with those objects, because they are only tem-
porary things’ (1.1.26). All sense pleasures and 
worldly enjoyments give us some satisfaction, 
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and when we get satisfaction from them, they 
only lead to satiety—we feel bored with them 
and then seek something else. 

We seek something more lasting, more pre-
cious and eternal. Such was the feeling that 
Nachiketa expressed, as all other true seekers 
after spiritual life did. That is what is required. 
With all our preoccupations, we cannot escape 
from that feeling. As long as we have a body we 
must maintain it, we must protect it from all 
harms. We shall have protection from weather, 
we shall have something to eat so that we can 
appease our hunger. All these are necessary. But 
more than that there is something that will bring 
us lasting peace and satisfaction, something that 
comes from the realisation that our real nature 
is not limited to the body.

The more we can increase our faith in our 
spiritual entity, spiritual goal, spiritual essence, 
the more shall we feel dissatisfied with things 
other than spiritual. That is why there is always a 
sort of quarrel between materialists and spiritual 
seekers. Spiritual persons feel that our slavery to 
the body is the cause of all our grief, all our mis-
eries. This has to be terminated. It is said in the 
Brihadaaranyaka Upanishad: ‘Aatmaanam ched 
vijaaniyaad, ayam asmiti purushah, kimichchhan 
kasya kaamaaya shariram anusanjvaret; if one 
knows the Self as “I am this”, then desiring what 
and for whose sake will he suffer in the wake of 
the body?’6

If one realises one’s Self, the Atman, as the 
Truth, as the pure Spirit, then out of what de-
sire should one undergo the sufferings of the 
body? So, the dissociation from the phys-
ical body and from material seeking has to 
be brought about. But it cannot come all of a 
sudden. It does not come easily, as our mind is 
so much engrossed in material things that we 
cannot terminate this kind of close association 
with the body.

Living in the Presence of God
How many times it has been told that we are 

not the body, but the spirit. Did it produce any 
effect in our mind? It may only lead to a sort of 
concept or an intellectual understanding that 
perhaps we are not identical with the physical 
process and there is something more. But that 
does not produce any lasting effect in us and 
does not change our way of life, which is what 
matters. Our way of life has to be changed, and 
that can be done only with a practice of living 
in the presence of God, a practice that has to be 
done from the beginning, studiously, carefully, 
and perseveringly.

It should be remembered that we are not alone 
here, that God is everywhere, both inside and 
outside us. The existence of God is not limited 
to a place or a symbol; He is everywhere, as the 
Upanishad says: ‘Sarvam khalvidam brahma; all 
this is Brahman.’7 The whole world is permeated 
with Brahman. If we cannot realise this, at least 
we should live up to it through imagination, and 
that imagination should be pursued so that it 
can produce a lasting effect in our mind and ul-
timately change our way of living. The idea that 
God is everywhere has been expressed by all the 
denominations of Hinduism.

God permeates the whole existence, within 
and without, internally and externally. That fact 
has to be followed in our everyday life. Feeling 
the presence of God does not come all of a sud-
den; it has to be practised. I will now give the 
illustration of a little girl’s play with the doll. A 
small doll is purchased and the girl establishes a 
relationship with it, saying ‘this is my son’ or ‘this 
is my daughter’. Then gradually she transfers all 
her love to that doll, and if the doll is broken, she 
sheds copious tears.

In this way, our whole life, our whole exist-
ence has to be transferred to God-consciousness. 
We must try to feel that God is everywhere. He 
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is permeating everything, within us and also 
outside us. That sort of practice will gradually 
reveal to us the truth that God is omnipresent. 
For beginners it is merely an imagination. That 
imagination has to be transformed into realisa-
tion only through persistent efforts, and once 
that realisation comes, we shall see that the 
whole perspective will change automatically. 
Perhaps life will continue to flow in the way in 
which we are living, but it will change its char-
acter completely. 

Then, we shall be very different from what 
we are—we shall cease to be selfish or greedy, 
we shall completely give up the tendency to 
harm anybody, because we will know that the 
real essence in us is the same essence in every-
thing. God is within us and also without. We will 
be having our existence in God as every other 
worldly object that we see. Everyone and every-
thing will be embedded in that Divinity. That is 
what we have to practise. It is not merely a con-
cept or a philosophical speculation—it has to be 
made a living faith, a living realisation, which can 
be done only through a gradual effort of living in 
spirit rather than living in matter. 

Beyond Death

Living in the presence of God is the goal of 
our life, and attempting it will change the whole 
atmosphere for us. We shall be in spirit here; we 
shall be liberated here and now. The moment 
we feel that the same Divinity is everywhere, 
we realise that God alone is the Existence and 
all other things are like mere waves in the ocean 
of God—the waves that have no separate exist-
ence from the ocean. Our whole concept of life 
will change. We shall have no death, because the 
divine ocean is beyond death, and we are part of 
that ocean. 

‘My soul is the self of all beings’—this feeling 
will always be there. So, how can I harm another 

without harming myself ? Such a feeling will 
change our behaviour completely, and with that 
feeling we shall be always in God, whatever may 
be our preoccupations. Inwardly we will always 
remain in God, and our external behaviour will 
be in accordance with that feeling. Otherwise, 
that feeling will be a mere emotion that has no 
value. Mere imagination is not enough; we shall 
have to realise it, making it real in our experi-
ence, in our existence. Such a realisation is the 
goal that we all are seeking and striving for. 

May that realisation come to every one of us 
as soon as possible, and if we are really earnest, 
it will come at this very moment. May the bless-
ings of Sri Ramakrishna be on all of us, so that 
we can realise that he is the ultimate goal and he 
is also the way. P

Notes and References

‘Ever since that time, I walk before God simply, 
in faith, with humility and with love; and I apply 
myself diligently to do nothing and think noth-
ing which may displease Him. I hope that when I 
have done what I can, He will do with me what He 
pleases. ... because I have no will but that of God, 
which I endeavour to accomplish in all things, and 
to which I am so resigned, that I would not take up 
a straw from the ground against His order, or from 
any other motive but purely that of love to Him.’

— Brother Lawrence (The Practice of the Presence 
of God: The Best Rule of Holy Life, 17)
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Before his death in 1909, Swami Ad-
vaitananda—eldest of the monastic dis-
ciples of Sri Ramakrishna—had a vision 

of Sri Ramakrishna holding a mace, that is, the 
military club used in ancient warfare. ‘Master, 
why are you carrrying the mace on your shoul-
der?’, he asked.

‘I am Gadadhar. In this age I shall rebuild 
after destroying everything.’1

‘Gadadhar’ is both a name of Lord Vishnu 
and the childhood name of Sri Ramakrishna, 
and it means literally ‘bearer of the mace’. Fur-
ther, it was in the Gadadhar Vishnu temple in 
Gaya that Sri Ramakrishna’s father had a vision 
of the deity who told him: ‘I shall be born as 
your son’ (11). Months later, Sri Ramakrishna 
was born; and hence his childhood name.

‘I Shall Rebuild After Destroying 
Everything’

If we read Swami Vivekananda closely, we find 
in his words, occasional hints of coming societal 
collapse leading to a new configuration of human 
civilisation. He also said that with the birth of Sri 
Ramakrishna the Satya Yuga or Golden Age has 
been ushered in. One might say, if this is the 
Golden Age, we don’t need it! But the idea is, 
the transition from one age to another is fraught 
with chaos, because the old never lets us go eas-
ily; it lets us go only when destroyed.

America BC and 
America Now—
Before Covid-19  
and After
Swami Atmarupananda

Then one might say: ‘Well, Swamiji should 
better have said that the Golden Age is coming, 
not that it started with Sri Ramakrishna.’ In one 
sense, yes, that would seem to make sense, but in a 
truer sense the Satya Yuga did start with Sri Rama-
krishna in seed form, and it has been sprouting 
ever since. Here and there around the world new 
life can be seen in nascent form springing up even 
as the old struggles to preserve itself; but one has 
to look for such signs. A time will come when the 
old is actually crumbling and the new is visible to 
all, as Christian Europe began to rise out of the 
ruins of the Roman Empire, and the Islamic civi-
lisation grew out of the ruins of the old order in 
the Arabian world. But this will be accomplished 
without military conquest and conversion, in tune 

The Statue of Liberty at New York, US
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with the sattvika or the pure nature of Sri Rama-
krishna. The old will implode from its inner con-
tradictions, while the new will grow from within.2

America BC—‘Before covid’

As I write now in June 2020, it is hard to imagine 
that I left for India on March 1 of the same year 
thinking that the coronavirus would have lit-
tle effect on my plans. That was only three and 
a half months ago, yet America BC—‘Before 
covid’—and America right now look so dif-
ferent. The fissures in the wealthiest and most 
powerful country in the world have been laid 
bare for all to see, most importantly for Ameri-
cans themselves. 

At one time not too many years ago, America 
was not only the wealthiest and most powerful 
country in the world, as it is even now, but it was 
considered the most advanced country in the 
world. No longer. For many years now America 
has lost its place as most advanced. America is 
considered by many to have the best medical 
treatment capabilities in the world, but not 
the best medical care for the American popu-
lation at large. It is available only for those who 
can pay for its very high cost. It has some of 
the best higher educational institutions in the 
world, but an under-educated population. In 
medical outcomes for the general population, 
in education, in wealth distribution, in criminal 
justice, in availability of high-speed internet, in 
democratic engagement, in social mobility, in 
the social safety net, in placement on the social 
happiness index—in these and other areas, the 
United States has fallen well behind many other 
advanced countries, and on some indices it ranks 
with developing countries.

It is still a country to which many people as-
pire to immigrate. The reasons are twofold: one, 
the perceived ease with which one can, with hard 
work, earn a good living, and two, its democratic 

ideals. Both its social mobility and its demo-
cratic ideals and institutions, however, are in 
danger, and the pandemic has made that more 
obvious. India is now considered to have greater 
social mobility than the United States, and the 
US doesn’t meet the minimum standards of the 
United Nations for free and fair elections. More-
over, the US government has become increas-
ingly hostile to immigrants.

There are, of course, explanations for these 
changes. Even a brief analysis would take a series 
of articles. Here we just wish to note what we see 
as the essence of the problem before we tie it to 
the pandemic and to the larger dynamics at work 
in human civilisation as a whole.

The Origin of the Crisis

When I was a schoolboy in the 1950s and early 
60s, from a white family, I and other white 
children were so proud of our country, proud 
to belong to what we knew to be the greatest 
country in the world. We would say the ‘Pledge 
of Allegiance’ to the flag with childlike faith 
and utter sincerity. Our parents had defeated 
the Nazis, fought the ‘good’ war. Our country 
was the wealthiest and most powerful, and our 
presence in the world was for good. Then came 
the Civil Rights Movement that sought an equal 
treatment under the law and constitution for all 
citizens, which had effectively been denied to 
black Americans since the European settlement 
began. But even that historic mistreatment of 
black Americans didn’t shake our faith, because 
we saw how the country at large seemed ready 
to right a historic wrong, in spite of opposition.

The Vietnam War did what nothing else had 
been able to do: destroy our innocence. We young 
people as well as many of our elders saw that 
our country was deceiving its own people while 
bringing down death and destruction on another 
part of the world in what the leaders knew was an 
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unwinnable war. At first many of us thought that 
our leaders were doing what they thought was 
right; later we understood that their motivations 
were far more complex and corrupt. The Vietnam 
War destroyed President Lyndon Johnson’s ‘War 
on Poverty’, his major domestic initiative through 
which, along with Civil Rights legislation, he was 
trying to correct historic wrongs. But the Viet-
nam War took all of the wind out of the sails of 
that initiative. And it destroyed his presidency, 
and it destroyed the man himself.

There were the assassinations of the two Ken-
nedy brothers and Martin Luther King Jr. With 
the loss of faith consequent on these happenings, 
we began to look at our country with clearer eyes 
and saw that even earlier we had often acted not 
on noble impulses, but on base greed and hunger 
for power: in the Philippines, Cuba, and Puerto 
Rico, in Iran and in Latin America; and on our 
own Native American populations, again and 
again, we had acted from base and increasingly 
imperialistic impulses. A loss of innocence, a loss 
of faith was the result of this recognition.

But as Swamiji said, an individual as well as a 
country begins to die when it loses faith in itself. 
Indeed, one can date the beginning of America’s 
fall from the 1960s when a significant number 
of us lost faith. Many others retained their faith 
by believing in ‘American Exceptionalism’: the 
belief that normal rules don’t apply to America 
because it is a unique country guided by high 
ideals; whatever helps it maintain strength and 
dominance in the world is for the good of hu-
manity, whatever others might think. But that 
isn’t an honest faith; it’s an excuse. And so, 
true faith really was destroyed. The decline of 
America is often blamed on the 60s generation, 
the generation of the hippies. But it wasn’t the 
hippie movement that began America’s decline; 
it was her loss of innocence in the 60s.

Swamiji, however, loved America, in spite of 

his clear-eyed view of her shortcomings. What 
did he love? Her ideals, but also much of her ac-
tuality, her practicality, her ready acceptance of 
new ideas that hold promise, her generosity of 
spirit, her love of democracy, and her commit-
ment to freedom. And the people of America 
were and are, by and large, goodhearted. That is 
why it is such a common experience around the 
world to find people saying: ‘I love America and 
Americans, though I dislike the country’s poli-
cies.’ That is heard even in countries like Iran and 
Venezuela where America has been anything but 
generous and kind.

This poem of Langston Hughes, a black 
American writer, activist, and pillar of the Har-
lem Renaissance of the 1920s, expresses this con-
tradiction well:

Let America be America again.

Let it be the dream it used to be.

Let it be the pioneer on the plain

Seeking a home where he himself is free.

(America never was America to me.)

Let America be the dream the dreamers 
dreamed—

Let it be that great strong land of love

Where never kings connive nor tyrants 
scheme
That any man be crushed by one above.

(It never was America to me.)

O, let my land be a land where Liberty

Is crowned with no false patriotic wreath,

But opportunity is real, and life is free,

Equality is in the air we breathe.
(There’s never been equality for me,
Nor freedom in this ‘homeland of the free’.)3

Here in these first three verses the poet 
captures something of the hope that guided 
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America’s people since its founding, the vision 
that inspired us as children, and which has in-
spired many to sacrifice everything to come to 
America to have a new start in life, free from the 
tyranny of old, repressive social structures.

In the refrain, however, someone mumbles: 
‘It never was America to me.’ And so the poet 
then asks of the voice in the refrain:

Say, who are you that mumbles in the dark?
And who are you that draws your veil across 
the stars?
That is, across the stars of America’s ideals. 

And the answer is given:
I am the poor white, fooled and pushed apart,

I am the Negro bearing slavery’s scars.

I am the red man driven from the land,

I am the immigrant clutching the hope I 
seek—

And finding only the same old stupid plan

Of dog eat dog, of mighty crush the weak … 

And he goes on listing those who historically 
were denied the dream, then continues:

Yet I’m the one who dreamt our basic dream

In the Old World while still a serf of kings,

Who dreamt a dream so strong, so brave, so 
true,
That even yet its mighty daring sings
In every brick and stone, in every furrow 
turned
That’s made America the land it has become…
O, let America be America again—
The land that never has been yet—

And yet must be—the land where every man 
is free.
The land that’s mine—the poor man’s, Indi-
an’s, Negro’s, ME—
Who made America …

The ideal is 
true, it still has 
the power to in-
spire, but only 
if people believe 
in its possibility. 
And that is what 
has been increas-
ingly lost since 
the 1960s.

We must rec-
ognise, of course, that it is an ideal, and an ideal 
society has never existed anywhere. This is not 
a world of realised ideals, but a world of aspir-
ation, where ideals motivate and inspire us to be 
and do better; they help us manifest our best and 
rise above our worst. And it is a world where the 
individuals—some individuals in every gener-
ation—do realise the ideal. As Swamiji said, the 
more such individuals a country can produce, 
the greater the country. It was the dying of hope 
in the ideals of America that brought us to the 
point of crisis in America BC (before covid).

America AD—After the Deaths  
(from covid)

On January 7 of this year, the Chinese isolated 
the coronavirus that was causing a pneumonia-
like disease in Wuhan Province (now called 
sars-cov-2). By January 20, the first case was 
reported in the United States. By January 30, 
the who was announcing a global public health 
emergency, with the possibility of a pandemic. 
The first known death from the virus in the 
United States was reported on February 6. On 
February 9, the who announced that the dis-
ease caused by the novel coronavirus would be 
called covid-19.

Meanwhile, US officials were alerted of the 
new disease early in January, and appropri-
ate governmental agencies engaged with the 
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Chinese officials. The State Department was 
warned of the danger the disease posed by the 
third week of January by the US officials return-
ing from Wuhan Province. On January 18, Alex 
Azar, US Secretary of Health and Human Ser-
vices, tried to warn the President of the danger to 
the United States, but was ignored. By late Janu-
ary, several officials across several agencies were 
saying that the US needed to take action in the 
face of a possible devastating pandemic.

Yet little was done. Why? Because of an in-
herent weakness in democracy, a weakness that is 
manageable when a democracy is strong and the 
leaders are operating largely in the best interests 
of the country, but which is debilitating when 
the leaders are more interested in winning elec-
tions and re-elections than in governing for the 
welfare of the people. And that is where the 
United States has increasingly found itself, es-
pecially in the last several years.

The issue is complex, but to simplify it greatly, 
the political situation from January to the present 
was this: To admit that a pandemic was endan-
gering the country and that restrictions needed 
to be imposed on people’s movements and social 
contacts would mean spooking the financial mar-
kets. And if the financial markets were spooked, 
it would have serious, negative impact on the 
economy. And if the economy were severely im-
pacted, it would look bad for the political lead-
ers and their prospects for re-election. So it was 
decided to brush off the warnings, pretend there 
was nothing to be worried about, and hope that 
the disease would just pass over without doing 
much harm. That’s not policy. It is wishful think-
ing; or, more starkly, magical thinking.

And it had devastating effects. Instead of 
beginning to prepare the country in January, 
and instead of restricting movements of people 
once the danger was present in early February, 
the government wasted weeks before declaring 

a national emergency on March 13. Even then, 
however, the response of the government was 
weak, unfocused, and ineffectual. It continues 
to be weak even now in June.

What has been the result? Devastation. The 
US became the world’s epicentre of the pan-
demic. At the time of this writing, June 16, there 
are over 2.16 million confirmed cases, and prob-
ably many more unconfirmed cases because of 
the inadequate testing across the country. In the 
world there are today 7.82 million confirmed 
cases. That means that the US, which has 5% 
of the world’s population, has 28% of the cases. 
And there have been 1,18,000 confirmed deaths, 
though there have surely been a large number 
of deaths that were not counted as covid-19 
deaths for lack of testing. To put that in perspec-
tive, that is 1,18,000 deaths over a four-month 
period, while during the twenty years of the Vi-
etnam War, 58,000 US soldiers were killed—
more than twice as many people have been killed 
in these four months as were killed in twenty 
years of war (on the US side).

The response was hesitant from the begin-
ning, as we said, for fear that a strong response 
would hurt the financial markets. But actual sick-
ness and death—and the fear of both—do even 
more real damage to the financial markets. The 
unemployment rate in the US is as high now as 
it was in the Great Depression of the 1930s. No 
other period in US history is even close. Some 
highly respected economists are saying that it 
may take ten years for the country to come out 
of the economic impact.

Then there is the international impact: the 
United States has lost its standing in the world 
community as a country capable of handling cri-
ses. Strong international relations are built on 
trust. The US dollar has been the currency of 
trust in the world ever since World War II. But 
when the international community loses trust 
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in the United States, it begins to look to others 
for guaranteeing economic stability and inter-
national security, the stability and security that 
is essential to international trade. That has al-
ready begun.

It is easy to scorn the United States. It has 
abused its power over and over. It has often 
acted as a bully, forcing others to do what is in 
its own best interests, heedless of others. It has 
espoused high ideals while acting as a new type 
of imperial power—not by militarily taking 
over the governments of other countries, but 
by intimidating and manipulating through eco-
nomic power and military threats, and occa-
sionally by actively supporting the overthrow 
of legitimate governments. The problem is, 
nature abhors a vacuum. If the United States 
were not pushing itself forward as the police-
man of the world, some other power would 
rise and do the same, quite likely with less re-
straint. Therefore, there is a need for strength-
ening the United Nations: it is all we have 
right now, weak and ineffective though it be, 
to guard against bully nations including the 
United States.

Protests Break Out

On top of the covid-19 crisis, the senseless mur-
der of an innocent black man by police in Min-
neapolis on May 25 ignited protests across the 
country, and then across the world.

Back in November 2008 when Barack Obama 
was elected President, many people thought that 
the racial disparities that had divided America 
since the beginning had finally been healed, at 
least in intent. We had our first black President, 
proving that anyone of any race could rise to the 
highest position in America.

But then came the reaction. There were a 
number of Americans who were not ready to see 
a black man in the White House, and so there 

was a racially motivated reaction. Yes, part of the 
reaction was political rather than racial, and that 
is legitimate; but part was clearly racial. Since 
that time racial issues have once again been at 
the forefront of American politics.

Of course, the mistreatment of black citi-
zens by certain elements within the police has 
a history going back to the era of slavery. Black 
Americans have, even after the Civil Rights 
Movement of the 50s and 60s, regularly been 
the targets of abusive policing. The killing of an 
innocent black man by police on May 25 of this 
year was thus not unique. But this is the age of 
cell phone cameras, where bystanders can cap-
ture exactly what the police are doing. Add that 
to the unusual tensions present in the country 
due to the pandemic, and an explosive situation 
is created. There have been huge ongoing pro-
tests in all fifty states and hundreds of cities in 
the US, and in the larger Americas, Europe, Af-
rica, Asia, and Australia.

What Does It All Mean?

The devastating coronavirus, which could have 
been minimised with quick and decisive action 
of the government, the economic collapse, and 
the protests over racial and economic dispar-
ities—all reveal an American nation in crisis. 
Will it pull out of the crisis quickly and come 
back to its prior stability and strength? Will it 
come out slowly, over a period of several years? 
Or will it fail to pull out at all?

There are hopeful signs. The protests are one 
of them. Masses of people are turning out into 
the streets, day after day, all across the country. 
Why? Because they have come to a point where 
the injustices and inequities are intolerable. The 
country has gone so far from its ideals that the 
people are waking up and saying: ‘No more!’

And the protests are having an effect. New 
policies are being announced across the country 
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at the local, state, and federal level. Will these 
policies solve the problems? That is asking too 
much, but they will begin a long process of cor-
recting the problems, bringing the asuras or ‘de-
monic forces’ of inequality, privilege, racism, and 
police brutality into check: the asuras can’t be 
destroyed, because this is a world of opposites, 
but they must be kept in check for civilisation to 
survive. As we said above, this is not a world of 
perfection, but a world of aspiration, the Kuru-
kshetra, which is the Dharma-kshetra and there-
fore the Karma-kshetra—the battlefield of life, 
where dharma is exercised through the processes 
of karma, which happens by working our way 
through the pairs of opposites.4

Another hopeful sign comes from the changes 
enforced by the coronavirus. People have had 
to slow down, they have had to come closer to 
family, stop their frantic involvements with the 
outside world. Yes, it has meant terrible suffering 
for many, which can’t be washed away by positive 
thinking, but even that has opened people’s hearts 
in charity on a huge scale. Those who are spiritu-
ally sensitive are spending more time in spiritual 
cultivation. Many of those who aren’t so engaged 
are at least seeking creative ways to express them-
selves. People are examining their priorities in life, 
which they are normally too busy to do. Families 
are getting to know each other in ways they had 
avoided through frantic activity. And people are 
getting to know themselves better, because they 
don’t have all the distractions they are used to.

The pandemic, the protests, and the economic 
crash— all these are awakening many to the prec-
ipice on which our democracy teeters. They don’t 
like what they see. We pray that this moment not 
be lost, that we not lose what has been gained 
during these few months of suffering.

One of America’s greatest weaknesses is also 
one of its greatest strengths: America is an open 
society. The infections in its body politic are 

exposed to the nation and to the world, so that 
everyone can see the worst of its problems, more 
than in most countries where the tendency is to 
put on a good face. It is in the interest of leaders 
and power-brokers to hide what they are doing, 
so that they can cross boundaries and take advan-
tage of situations and do what they couldn’t do 
openly. That of course happens in America, too; 
but when such actions are exposed here, they 
are exposed for the world to see, which makes 
America look worse than it is. That is a weakness.

But the same is its great strength, because a 
boil must be lanced, an infection must be drained 
and exposed to light and air for it to heal. And 
that is America’s way of healing: expose the rot 
and then deal with it, even if it takes centuries.

The recent changes show what many of us 
had feared was lost: the American people—a sig-
nificant majority of them—do still hold to their 
ideals. They might ignore problems for many 
decades out of apathy, but when the affronts 
to the nation’s ideals can no longer be ignored, 
people demand change. And that is what we are 
seeing now. May it continue!

As we said earlier, Swamiji loved America. 
He spent his best years here, giving his best to 
the country and its people. That has to count for 
something. Now or in the future that blessing 
from a world teacher with the stature of a Bud-
dha or Jesus will have its effect: nothing can stop 
it, not even the inattention of the people them-
selves. The present awakening of the people may 
not last, but sooner or later a great awakening 
will happen, and the ideals of America will begin 
to flower as never before, because Swamiji put 
them on a spiritual basis, the basis of the highest 
nondual truth.5

The World Context

The coronavirus has affected the whole world. 
The American situation is not separate, nor are 
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 1. Swami Chetanananda, God Lived with Them 
(Kolkata: Advaita Ashrama, 2011), 526–7.

 2. That implosion itself may cause massive disrup-
tions and consequent suffering, and there may 
well be a war among parties trying to maintain 
the old order, that is the nature of the world and 
of history; but the new order won’t be ushered 
in by zealots marching over the earth destroying 
everything they see in their path.

 3. ‘Let America Be America Again’ is a poem writ-
ten in 1935 by the American poet  Langston 
Hughes. It was originally published in the July 
1936 issue of Esquire Magazine; republished in 
the 1937 issue of Kansas Magazine and its re-
vised edition was included in a book entitled A 
New Song, published by the International Work-
ers Order in 1938. See Langston Hughes, The 
Collected Works of Langston Hughes: Gospel 
plays, operas, and later dramatic works (Colum-
bia, Missouri: University of Missouri, 2001). For 
complete poem, see <https://poets.org/poem/
let-america-be-america-again>.

 4. Kuru-kshetra is the battleground in which 
Mahabharata war took place. This was a 
Dharma-khestra, a holy land, where people are 
expected to behave righteously. Karma refers to 
an action, tendencies generated by actions, and 
also the results of such actions.

 5. See his lecture ‘Is Vedanta the Future Religion?’, 
The Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda, 9 
vols (Calcutta: Advaita Ashrama, 1–8, 1989; 9, 
1997), 8.122–41.

 6. This is the intent of the Vedic passage: ‘San-
gachchhadhvam sanvadadhvam sanvo-manaansi 
jaanataam; may you move in harmony, speak in 
one voice; let your minds be in agreement’ (Rig 
Veda, 10.111.2–4).

 7. Complete Works, 7.287.

Notes and ReferencesAmerican aspirations separate from those of 
other nations. The expressions may be different, 
but what the people world over are seeking for 
is some form of democracy, where people have 
a high degree of autonomy, where everyone has 
a voice, where everyone has a place in the sun. 
Even if I bow before another, it’s because I want 
to bow to show my respect, not because I am 
forced to bow.

Right now, democracy is not working well 
in any country. For democracy—rule by the 
people—to work, people have to learn to work 
together towards common ends, in spite of dif-
ferences.6 Will that happen? Shared suffering 
brings people together in a way nothing else can. 
The present crisis may not seem to be achieving 
it. If not, it may only be a prelude to another 
greater crisis.

Sooner or later, Sri Ramakrishna’s words to 
Advaitananda—‘I shall rebuild after destroying 
everything’—will be fulfilled. The old ideas are 
dying, never to be revived in the same form. The 
economic order and political order are dying—
they are based on old ideas that no longer serve 
humanity’s needs. Justice systems, penal systems, 
educational systems, the very organising prin-
ciples of modern human society are giving way 
because they are out of sync with modern as-
pirations. The new is already sprouting, push-
ing up through the soil here and there. What 
we have to do is to ‘be good and do good’,7 as 
Swamiji said. We have to fill ourselves with the 
truth as taught by Swamiji until that truth—in 
all its ramifications—resonates with our whole 
being. Out of that, a new vision, new practices, 
new observances, new attitudes, and eventu-
ally new social institutions will arise, and the 
Golden Age, the Satya Yuga, will be realised. It 
may take a thousand years in the outer world, 
but we can begin to live in it right now, because 
it has already begun. P

‘We but mirror the world. All the tendencies present 
in the outer world are to be found in the world of 
our body. If we could change ourselves, the ten-
dencies in the world would also change. As a man 
changes his own nature, so does the attitude of 
the world change towards him. This is the divine 
mystery supreme. A wonderful thing it is and the 
source of our happiness. We need not wait to see 
what others do.’

— Mahatma Gandhi (Collected Works, 12.158 )
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e human beings, inhabiting and 
dominating the earth since ages, are 

now suddenly facing an unpreced-
ented crisis in our individual and collective lives 
on account of a tiny invisible lethal pathogen 
called coronavirus. 

A Shock to Humanity

Perhaps never in the history of humankind 
have we faced such an intense existential chal-
lenge to the capabilities of our medical science, 
technology, and civilizational efficiencies ac-
quired over centuries. The highly contagious 
virus has threatened our biological existence and 
our norms of community living, making half the 
world immobile and standstill.

A contagion causing suffering and immi-
nent death on such an uncontrollably large 
scale, devising an invisible swiftly transmitting 
mechanism from humans to humans across the 
globe is a historical rarity. As far as we know, hu-
manity has never faced such a dangerous killer 

Impact of the Pandemic  
on Urbanisation and Ecology

Swami Muktidananda

contagion in terms of fast spread all over the 
world, not even in the Second World War (1939–
45), or during the Spanish flu (1918), smallpox 
(1870), yellow fever (1793), cholera (1832), HIV 
(1982), SARS (2003), or Ebola (2014). Contact 
with even one asymptomatic coronavirus victim 
could transmit the virus to thousands in a short 
period, as we saw in the example of the unwitting 
victim known as Patient No. 31 in Daegu, South 
Korea, on 18 February 2020. Such is the amazing 
contagious power of the virulent virus.

The flood of devastation engulfing every con-
tinent, except Antarctica, within a relatively short 
period of a few weeks has shocked and hopefully 
awakened the human psyche. We all seem to be 
sitting on an omnipresent coronavirus volcano 
that is likely to explode anywhere at any time. No 
one is able to project what course this will take.

A Global Struggle for a Vaccine or Cure

When and how the killer mutant coronavirus 
originated in a human host is not known to 

W
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us fully and accurately, although the first case 
was reported in Wuhan, China, on 17 Novem-
ber 2019. Nor is there any scientific documen-
tation of its origin, although initial reports 
indicated that it may have jumped to humans 
as a ‘zoonotic spillover’1, or transfer as a mutant 
from horseshoe bats in China. Alternately, or 
in addition, the coronavirus could have come 
from the ‘wet markets’, where wild animals, in-
cluding bats, monkeys, and civet cats, are dis-
played and slaughtered for customers on-site. 
Could it perhaps be attributed to a nefarious 
design of some perverted human mind in a germ 
lab? Was it genuinely accidental due to spontan-
eous mutations and aberrations that occur in the 
natural world? Whether accidental, incidental, 
instrumental, or something entirely different, 
the origin of the lethal coronavirus is currently a 
subject of inquiry by epidemiologists and virolo-
gists. One day the world will definitely know the 
truth about the mysterious origin of coronavirus.

Students of microbiology have known cor-
onaviruses to exist in forms non-virulent to 
humans in many animals all over the world. But 
the current virus causes, in humans, acute lung 
disease and respiratory difficulties, pain and 
possible death. Conquering this virus has chal-
lenged the ingenuity of personnel engaged in 
medical research around the world. Its eradica-
tion by inventing a vaccine or antibiotic or other 
method is possible, but we must wait with fin-
gers crossed, praying to the Almighty to give the 
required intellectual capability to researchers 
working feverishly in various laboratories. Until 
we obtain a breakthrough in tackling this obsti-
nate virus, we shall remain insecure and vulner-
able. Nature itself, perhaps, could find a way out 
of it, if humans are destined to comfortably sur-
vive on this planet.

In India the union and state governments, as 
well as the news media, have put in extraordinary 

efforts to drive home to all sections of society a 
need to urgently and precisely practice preven-
tive measures such as social distancing, staying at 
home, observing a hygienic way of living, wear-
ing masks, cleaning our immediate surround-
ings and our dwellings, and stopping all physical 
interaction in a nationwide lockdown. The real 
challenge will be to manage social life after the 
lockdown and to reach the ‘zero impact situation’ 
of this virulent virus. There are number of options 
before us: vaccination, antibiotic medicines, na-
ture triggered immunity, lifestyle modifications, 
and social distancing. Can we achieve ‘zero im-
pact situation’ by one of them or by the combined 
effect of them all? This is a crucial question. 

The Medical Brigade and  
the Citizen’s Duties

As it is a medical and health crisis, the med-
ical brigade now is our internal army. Doctors, 
nurses, ward workers, and medical counsellors 
deserve a special supportive environment and 
facilities to care for patients and to protect them-
selves. Their family members should be espe-
cially guarded and insulated from suffering. The 
government’s initiative to protect the medical 
brigade with an additional insurance coverage 
of 50 lakhs rupees, which it deserves richly, is 
thoughtful and timely. The government is also 
planning many more direct and indirect meas-
ures, including the supply of test kits, infrastruc-
ture for rapid testing, and personal protection 
equipment (ppe) for doctors, nurses, as well as 
ward and sanitation workers struggling to con-
tain the menace.

During this extraordinary crisis enlightened 
citizens should guide less informed section of 
society. The human-to-human contagion can 
only be stopped with human-to-human caring 
and cooperation; otherwise, we all will perish. 
The compelling rules to ‘stay at home’ and ‘social 
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distance’ must be willingly adhered to, and ig-
norance or neglect that makes people drift has to 
be dealt with through domestic and community 
health education in news media by education-
ists, administrators, journalists, police, and spir-
itual leaders. There should be a specially devised 
educational programme on the internet and tele-
vision media to educate rural people and protect 
them. Water, food, and essential commodities 
should be wisely used without wasting, as there 
is an already existing acute scarcity. Every drop 
of water and every morsel of food must be con-
sidered invaluable.

Unity and cooperation are the need of the 
hour. We ought to extend unequivocal support 
to members of governments, the medical frater-
nity, and law enforcement personnel who are 
fighting this battle, even when their lives are 
at stake.  Police, hospital and municipal staff, 
and other essential service providers should be 
supported by all concerned, irrespective of dif-
ferences in political allegiance, language, caste, 
and religion. At this juncture any criticism that 
would weaken the joint effort is an unpardon-
able disservice to humankind, even if it comes 
from a political party, a religious group, or the 
intelligentsia. On the contrary, constructive sug-
gestions to harvest the collective wisdom in this 
bewildering war against the unseen microbe are 
not only welcome but very much necessary.

Impact on Urbanisation and Ecology

The following observations and reflections 
include lessons that we ought to learn from the 
school of nature in the context of this mind-bog-
gling global experience of covid-19.

i •  Nature’s Signal

Wisdom lies in seeing the coronavirus pan-
demic as a providential opportunity to learn 
from nature’s warning and to rectify our wayward 

as well as  abusive behaviour towards nature. The 
pandemic is catalysed, if not caused, by reckless, 
overbearing, and cruel human behaviours that 
have not only damaged the sensitive balance of 
several ecosystems, but also exposed our selfish 
insensitivity towards the vast canvas of nature, 
which is the matrix of our very existence.

Nature has bequeathed to us a favourable 
habitat on earth, created carefully and purpose-
fully since millions of years to enable comfort-
able living for nearly 8.7 million species of plants 
and animals. Our earth and its diverse creatures, 
not just those doomed in the ‘wet markets’, 
have been callously abused by humans. In 2018, 
a World Wide Fund for Nature (wwf) report 
involving biologists estimated that just since 
1970–2014 humans have decimated around sixty 
percent of mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, and am-
phibians on earth. No living species other than 
humans have caused so much damage to habitats 
and homes of so many species, despite being en-
dowed with unique abilities to reason, organise, 
and reflect, in addition to a relatively free will. 

Unfortunately, ecological awareness did not 
precede the industrial revolution or urbanisa-
tion. Such an awareness is neither changeable nor 
variable in relation to economic policies or trade 
policies in practice. That is the primary reason for 
ecological maladjustments and lopsided human 
enterprises over the last two centuries. This is due 
to our failure to recognise the nature as the very 
basis of our existence. We cannot easily reverse 
civilizational aberrations that have destroyed, 
polluted, and corrupted numerous nature-en-
dowed ecosystems merely by promulgating laws 
or legislations. The majority of us have become 
habituated to insensitive lifestyles found in pol-
luted environments and in congested, crowded 
cities, like those unfortunate birds in poultry-
farm cages that never experience space or the 
freedom to walk on the beautiful, green earth. 
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ii •  From Human-centric to 
Nature-centric 

The coronavirus pandemic is a symptom of 
the recklessness of humans, who have domin-
ated our beautiful planet with overpopulated 
cities and industries. We have polluted almost 
every natural ecosystem, cruelly ignoring nature’s 
subtle laws that govern human biomechanism, 
inter-species co-dependence, bio-geo-chemical 
cycles, and stability of ecosystem. Mental pol-
lution in humans, the main cause of all these 
problems, is perhaps the more serious challenge 
than air and water pollution. To ensure genuine 
human welfare there is an urgent need to respect 
nature and reorient civilisation with compassion, 
sensitivity, and respect for all beings. We need 
to gradually shift from exclusive human-centric 
mode of life to nature accommodative mode.

iii •  Reversing Urbanisation

If the ostentatious uncontrollable urban life-
style, recklessly defying nature, continues like 
this, it will result in the degradation of the very 
biomechanism of the human body. It will then 
lead to disease and death in a massive scale as 
it happened in Spain, Italy, the usa, and many 
modern cities invaded by the corona pandemic. 

Modern lifestyles, which produce enormous 
amounts of non-biodegradable waste, have ser-
iously compromised nature’s bio-geo cycles like 
the carbon cycle and hydrological cycle. The situ-
ation all over the world is so alarming that here-
after unnecessary construction activity should 
be immediately curtailed in overcrowded cities 
like Kolkata, Bombay, Bengaluru, Delhi, and 
also perhaps in Tokyo, Paris, and New York, if 
we humans genuinely care to contain urbanisa-
tion, which is anathema to nature. Only drastic 
measures to decongest overpopulated cities can 
ensure any semblance of healthy living in the fu-
ture. The process of decongestion by consciously 

reducing the density of urban population should 
be done in a phased manner, encouraging urban 
populations with incentives and job opportun-
ities to relocate to newly constructed greener 
cities—less congested, eco-friendly, and small. 

A Vision for Eco-friendly Habitats

We have to develop eco-friendly features and 
sense of cleanliness in our villages through a 
very effective planning and educational system. 
Small towns must also be gradually planned, 
keeping in view the laws of the ecosystem by 
providing adequate greenery. Realisation that 
social distancing is the only solution for the co-
rona pandemic compels us to decongest cities 
and reverse urbanisation. 

In human habitats, coexistence has to be en-
sured between fellow creatures and greenery. 
Also we have to be very sensitive towards sur-
rounding air, space, and water resources that 
support life. Lessons about the golden rule of 
ethics, namely ‘live and let live’, by reasonably re-
specting right to life, liberty, and dwelling for all 
creatures should be taught in primary and high 
school textbooks. It should be done in such an 
effective manner that we should be able to see 
its practical impact on human behaviour, which 
alone can ultimately protect environment from 
all types of pollution. 

Further, just as we create houses of brick 
and mortar, we must plan cities in which every 
house is surrounded by abundant greenery. It 
should include fruit-bearing trees to provide 
shelter and food to birds and small creatures. 
Just as we allocate space for road, footpath, and 
drainages, there should be allocation of space 
for wooded areas along the roads and build-
ings. Shopping areas can be spread out amidst 
clumps of wooded areas underneath trees. This 
can be easily done by strong-willed, progressive 
yet principled, decision-makers. Only then will 
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we be able to recreate our villages and towns as 
new eco-friendly habitats, where human beings 
can dwell healthily, freely, and happily like birds 
and animals in virgin forests. Human habitats di-
vorced from greenery, the very source of oxygen, 
is a curse to human life.

We still have abundant space left on our 
planet to spread out the human population and 
to transform overcrowded cities into spacious, 
eco-friendly places of higher quality living. In 
the meantime, we must also take care to protect 
vast forests as they are irreplaceable sanctuaries 
for species that cannot coexist with humans by 
nature. We must learn to care for our forests, our 
rivers and ponds, our agricultural lands, and all 
that Mother Nature has endowed us with. A life-
sustaining, natural environment is essential to 
keep our biomechanism in order and to ensure 
perfect health for all humans. 

 Rethinking Human Culture, Education, 
and Religion

Our education is incomplete without emphasis 
on three important aspects of life, namely ethics, 
nature, and spirituality. The present educational 
model, being lopsided and misleading, is taking 
us away from nature, making us ethically weak 
and spiritually ignorant. It has to be thoroughly 
revamped and made effective. Anybody could see 
the large-scale civilizational aberrations from na-
ture due to our deficient education, which in turn 
can be attributed to the fast spread of covid-19 
around the world. The stressful consumeristic 
urban life and industrialisation affected the nat-
ural world, thus hurting the health of our body 
and mind, and disturbing the social order. 

Science, medical systems, entertainment, 
electronics industries, news media, governance, 
and the polity should be meaningfully reori-
ented to the emerging challenges of a corona-
virus-tempered world to avoid future microbial 

pandemic. It can be done by responding to the 
essential needs of nature and dharma. Dharma is 
an important and much debated concept in In-
dian culture. It means the principle of individual 
and collective social ethics and natural justice 
that leads to spiritual unfoldment. Spirituality 
is discovering the eternal Spirit concealed in the 
death bound human body.

i •  Redefining Education

A thinking mind with its intellect, emotions, 
will, and memory is a special manifestation and 
gift of Mother Nature. One should learn to de-
sist from destroying water bodies, greenery, and 
diverse habitats, which nature has created for 
all with a greater purpose, and return to an eco-
centred life. The shock of covid-19 should bring 
about a new awakening among humans, regard-
less of religion and culture, inspiring them to 
live on this planet in a balanced healthy lifestyle, 
ecologically aware, socially progressive, and spir-
itually conscious, thereby ensuring the security 
of life and well-being of all. 

In the course of history, human life created 
different groups of people belonging to the dif-
ferent communities and religions they were born 
in. Insular identification, which makes us nar-
row and selfish with retrograde outlooks, is un-
mindful of the basic solidarity and oneness of 
life. This is a challenge before all of us. At this 
juncture of history, we all should try for re-ed-
ucation and transformation, learning positive 
lessons from the shock of covid-19. This has to 
be gradually achieved by well-planned, strategic, 
and comprehensive approaches. Custodians of 
law, news media, educators, and spiritual lead-
ers, regardless of religious affiliation, should co-
ordinate with one another to create conditions 
for the transformation of the human psyche. 
Let not the more powerful nations, the abodes 
of latest technologies, go the Bhasmasura way, 
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who is a self-destructive demon depicted in In-
dian mythology. The coronavirus may or may 
not be human engineered, but certainly spread 
by human ignorance. The ever caring Mother 
Nature is not so harsh unless we defy her like 
Bhasmasura. When any group of humans turns 
demonic in its desire to destroy fellow humans, 
that group will also perish soon by succumbing 
to the wrath of nature. 

Therefore, in the years to come, there will be 
an urgent need to reorient education, which en-
sures health security and refines our behavioural 
norms. One can intuitively see that, on the anvil 
of the coronavirus pandemic, nature will also 
hammer out a new world order that will infuse a 
new eco-friendly healthy lifestyle, keeping con-
tagion out from our societies.

ii •  Religion vs Progressive Intellect

Can different religions act differently and ig-
norantly to such devastating global pandemic 
like covid-19? Humans, having a relatively 
superior intellect, must be able to filter out ig-
norant thinking and practices from all aspects 
of life, including that of religion. Anything that 
does not stand the scrutiny of reason and is not 
suitable to present-day progressive society has to 
be changed. We must also avoid harmful ideas 
and should replace them with more useful ones. 

All religious texts generally have (i) good 
ideas and moral prescriptions, (ii) socially not-
so-good or irrelevant mandates, and (iii) even 
some darker, ignorant, outdated practices that 
were perhaps relevant to particular situations in a 
remote past when the holy book was composed. 
We should exercise our reasoning ability and free 
will to opt for interpretations that are spiritu-
ally, ecologically, and socially justifiable. Because 
we are born in a hut, should we continue to live 
in it lifelong? Religious customs into which we 
were born should be analysed, questioned, and 

reinterpreted for the greater good. Noble and 
positive ideas from every source that ensure the 
well-being of humankind should be welcomed. 
Our education, life experiences, and intellectual 
evolution should equip us at least this much. 
Love for and faith in our religion need not make 
us distrust or hate other religions. A true seeker 
or believer cannot hate anyone. If we do not ex-
ercise our nature-given discrimination, we risk 
getting caught in a whirlpool of ignorance con-
ditioned by retrograde practices. 

Ignorance and stupidity cannot be part of any 
religious influence. Let us rather update and in-
fuse new, compassionate, and reason-based know-
ledge with love and respect. This is how we have 
to evolve and progress in culture and civilisation.

iii •  Constructive Roles of  
Religious Leaders

The massive and monstrous death toll caused by 
the coronavirus pandemic conspicuously tells us 
the evanescence of life. It goads religious lead-
ers to be rational, truth oriented, and spiritually 
sensitive. The role of religion in social develop-
ment and refining social behaviour must be re-
examined judiciously and be given a realistic, 
constructive spiritual direction. 

Nature seems to be compelling the human in-
tellect to understand the impermanency of life 
with the colossal death toll of more than four 
lakh lives, till present, in a relatively short time 
due to the invasion of covid-19 throughout the 
world. Nature also motivates us to re-educate our 
human intellect in discovering the undying eter-
nal divine principle hidden within the human 
being. It is done by refining and taking forward 
the purpose of religious institutions to guide hu-
mankind both in self-transcendence and spir-
itual evolution. The role and responsibility of 
religion and religious leaders can no more be re-
stricted to dictates of scriptural commandments. 
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Religion should guide and support its followers 
in the tangible search for divine Truth.

iv •  Coronavirus and Spiritual 
Evolution

The historic global impact of coronavirus is 
emerging as a providential teacher of human-
kind. This being so, we must learn to filter out 
irrational and aggressively offensive practices 
perpetrated by various religious movements. In-
stead we should embrace only the finer spiritual 
values of all religions. Religious ignorance that 
defies scientific measures to prevent the spread 
of pandemic has to be overcome by reason-
based spiritual and moral education that respects 
Mother Nature and ecologically compassionate 
customs and traditions. 

Exploring the subtle inner divine principle 
in a human being is called spirituality, and this 
should emerge as the core of religious education. 
Thus, the worldwide alarming spectre of deaths 
caused by the coronavirus pandemic, staring at 
believers of every religion uniformly, should con-
sequently ignite the human intellect to under-
stand the evanescence of life and enhance the 
spiritual outlook to bring about the transform-
ation of all religions.

Conclusion

 We need to seriously contemplate on the deep 
impact of this once-in-a-several-century pan-
demic that has bewildered the world. This his-
toric impact will be on every sphere of human 
life, namely political, economic, social, envir-
onmental, scientific, cultural, and religious. If 
we do not heed to the alarm signals, this world 
will be on the brink of an irretrievable disas-
ter caused by a series of microbial contagions. 
Among many other things, the principle of na-
tionalism of every country in general has to be 
redefined. The patriotism and vital interest of 

one nation should not be at the cost of other 
nations. The interrelated and interdependent na-
ture of human life stands revealed very clearly in 
this time of crisis. Those who ignore this will be 
either severely hurt or finished. The global order 
has to be evolved and defined based on new reve-
lations of truths.

The virus has brought the globally connected 
economy to a standstill and has endangered the 
lives of countless human beings. Are we able to 
clearly understand and deal with the complexi-
ties of nature and live in harmony with it? This 
is an important question before humanity now. 

Can we develop technologies to overcome 
nature and reshape our environment? There 
is no doubt that progress in science and tech-
nology has served humanity well over cen-
turies. Technology and science will continue 
to flourish; these have to be there if civilisa-
tion has to progress further. But we should be 
aware that we are at the crossroad of knowledge 
and ignorance. What we need now, however, 
is a new integral approach, a new direction to 
the human intellect that seeks to harness our 
knowledge of science in harmony with nature, 
rather than cultivate arrogance by trying to 
tame nature. Moreover, when we are amidst 
darkness and despair caused by such uncon-
trollable pandemic, it is spiritual introspec-
tion alone that can shed light and rejuvenate 
humanity. One has to only look within and 
bring out the hidden power of divine wisdom 
to achieve this. P
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PRABUDDHA BHARATA—125 YEARS AGO

Ourselves

Glimpses from the Glorious Past

(From the first issue of Prabuddha Bharata, July 1896)

he awakening we speak of, of which 
there is an abundance of symptoms on 
every side will however not be like that of 

an eagle, which rises from sleep with renewed 
vigour and strength to roam and to fight, but 
that of a nightingale melting the hearers’ hearts 
with its soft sweet melodies. Already the message 
of our motherland has gone to nations burn-
ing with social and political fever, and soothed 
them. To serve in the spreading of that message, 
and help in clearing away the haze that naturally 
prevails in our newly awakened country, after so 
long a sleep, will be the ambition of the Journal 
we have been enabled to bring into life today. 
The task we have set to ourselves is lighter than 
it would otherwise be as there are journals like 
the Brahmavadin [another journal started by 
the inspiration of Swami Vivekananda in 1895 
-Ed] already working in the field with wonder-
ful results. Ours is only a humble attempt in the 
direction of these Journals and simplicity and 
fervour will be our chief aim. 

This Vedantic ideal of religious unity, or 
rather, of religious variety implies, not merely 
the spiritual growth of the individual from stage 
to stage but also the growth of society by the due 
coordination of creeds. The Prabuddha Bharata 
will deal with both the aspects of the ideal. 
The individuals make up the society, and the 
advancement of the former necessarily results 
in that of the latter. 

The movement would not have sprung into 
existence but for the active support of some 

really great men. ‘To work we have the right’ 
and the fruits are cheerfully resigned to Him 
who guides all and Himself wants no guide.

An American Divine 
on Swami Vivekananda
(From ‘News and Notes’, August 1896)

he Retd C C Everett, D.D., L.L.D. of 
the Harvard University, in an introduc-
tion to an address on Vedanta Philosophy 

by Swami Vivekananda published in America, 
speaks of the Swami and his works in the 
following terms:

The Swami Vivekananda was sent by his 
friends and co-religionists to present their be-
lief at the Congress of Religions that was held 
in connection with the World’s Fair at Chicago. 
This he did in a way to win general interest and 
admiration. Since then, he has lectured on the 
same theme in different parts of our country. 
He has been in fact a missionary from India to 
America. Everywhere he has made warm per-
sonal friends; and his expositions of Hindu 
Philosophy have been listened to with warm 
delight. It is very pleasant to observe the larger 
interest with which his own people in India 
follow his course, and the joy that they take in 
his success. …

Vivekananda has created a high degree of 
interest in himself and his work. There are indeed 
few departments of study more attractive than the 
Hindu thought. It is a rare pleasure to see a form 
of belief that to most seems so far away and unreal 
as Vedanta system, represented by an actually liv-
ing and extremely intelligent believer. P

T
T
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REMINISCENCES AND REFLECTIONS

Memoirs of Swami Vireshwarananda 
Swami Sukhatmananda

[Swami Vireshwarananda (1892–1985) is the 
tenth president of the Ramakrishna Order. 
Whenever he visited Sri Ramakrishna Math, 
Chennai, there would be regular classes of mo-
nastic members with him after dinner. Inmates of 
the Math as well as from nearby centres would be 
present in these classes. The responses to the que-
ries of the monastics on various topics raised in 
these sittings during the period 1974–84 are col-
lected and rearranged by Swami Sukhatmananda 
of Ramakrishna Math, Halasuru, Bengaluru. The 
result is an interesting story, which will prove 
elevating to the spiritual seekers.]

Early Days of Monastic Life

On one occasion, a monk asked 
Swami Vireshwarananda: ‘Maharaj, we 
have heard that your uncle took you to 

Swami Vivekananda when you were a child and 
placed you on his lap.’

Swami Vireshwarananda replied: ‘I was told by 
my maternal uncle that those days when Swamiji 
stayed in the Ice-house1 are remembered as 
‘Navaratri’.2 One day he took me there and placed 
me on Swamiji’s lap and sought his blessings. I was 
perhaps a child of four or five years old then. So, 
I do not remember this incident at all. Swamiji 
must have seen me, but I have not seen him.’ 

Indeed, this was a great blessing for Maharaj. 
He said that he might have also seen Shashi 
Maharaj, Swami Ramakrishnananda, a direct 
disciple of Sri Ramakrishna, who founded Sri 

Ramakrishna Math at Chennai. He had a vague 
idea of Shashi Maharaj in his mind.

Maharaj’s pre-monastic name was Panduranga 
Prabhu. He studied at Santhome High School 
and then at Hindu High School in Chennai. 
He then shifted to Mangalore, where he did his 
Intermediate and B.A. courses. Later, he studied 
at the Presidency College, Madras, and the Law 
College, Tiruvananthapuram, which was then 
under the University of Madras.

Maharaj, as a student of the Presidency Col-
lege, stayed in the Victoria Hostel. Once, some 
volunteers from the Ramakrishna Math, Chen-
nai, approached him for donation to feed the 
poor people, who would come to Math. The 
amount sought was eight annas equivalent to 
half a rupee of today. Maharaj paid it but had 
a doubt: ‘Will they really do it?’ The Math vol-
unteers requested him to come to the Math and 
witness the feeding, to which Maharaj replied: 
‘It is all right; but if I have to come to the Math, 
I will have to spend another eight annas!’

How Maharaj came into contact with the 
Ramakrishna Order? He said that sometime in 
1915, when he was a student, a friend gave him 
one of Swamiji’s books during a tennis game 
and asked him to read. The book might be ‘Raja 
Yoga’ or ‘Chicago Addresses’. Though Maharaj 
was not interested in it, he still kept the book 
with him and forgot all about it in due course. 
After some days, when his friend reminded him 
of the book, he started reading the book. This 
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time it created much interest in him and then 
inspired him to heed to the call of Swamiji and 
join the Ramakrishna Order.

The book was published from Advaita 
Ashrama, Mayavati. He wrote to the Mayavati 
Ashrama about his intention to join the Order. 
Maharaj received a reply from Bharat Maharaj 
(Swami Abhayananda), who was then at Maya-
vati, directing him to go to Belur Math. He 
asked his maternal uncle and aunt, who were 
his guardians in Chennai, for permission to join 
the Order. They did not object but said: ‘You 
can go after writing the Law examination; if you 
cannot adjust there, you will be nowhere, neither 
here nor there.’ 

Maharaj went to Belur Math but returned 
home to appear for the Law examination. Follow-
ing the advice of Swami Prajnananda, the then 
President of the Mayavati Advaita Ashrama, he 
approached Swami Sharvananda, the president 
of Madras Math for joining the Order sometime 
in 1915. At the time of his joining, Swami Shar-
vananda, Swami Amriteshwarananda, Swami 
Yatiswarananda, Swami Prabhavananda, Swami 
Harananda, and three more monks were living 
in the monastery.

The monastery was teeming with activities 
that were shared by one and all. The day would 
start as early as 4 a.m. The inmates would at-
tend Mangala Arati, the morning service, clean 
the shrine, pluck flowers, wash the vessels, and 
arrange for the worship. Along with the above 
duties, Maharaj also engaged in various works 
like writing, proof-reading, binding, office 
duties, packing the books for dispatch, and so 
on. After the noon meal, he would again work 
at office, arrange for sending books through 
VPP, go to the nearby post office at Mandavalli 
(the suburb near the monastery) between three 
and four p.m., and wait for an hour to send the 
mail. In addition to these works, Maharaj had to 

look after the vegetable garden and the dairy. He 
would also perform worship of Sri Ramakrishna 
on some occasions.

The Math had only a gardener, a cook, and 
a servant at that time. The cook would be ab-
sent most of the time and Maharaj would do the 
cooking for two to three months in all, though 
not in one stretch. To sum up, according to 
Maharaj, every work from ‘juta silaai to chandi 
path; from mending shoes to the recital of the 
Chandi text (Devi Mahatmyam)’ had to be done 
by the monastics of those days.

There were no designated posts of an account-
ant, a bhandari (kitchen incharge), or a pujari. 
The monks and novices would share every type of 
work among them. When Maharaj was in Chen-
nai, the main dwelling place for the monks was the 
one constructed by Swami Ramakrishnananda. 

Swami Vireshwarananda
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The old building was severely damaged and the 
new one was built in 1917. 

During the Second World War, the shrine of 
Sri Ramakrishna along with the relics was shifted 
from Chennai to a place called Uthiramerur in 
rural Tamil Nadu. The shifting of the shrine was 
necessitated because of the rumours of an im-
minent Japanese invasion of Madras Port. But 
the British ship ‘Prince of Wales’ along with an 
another ship prevented Japanese aggression at 
Singapore itself. 

Maharaj performed worship at Uthiramerur 
too. Here, he caught hold of a cooking book ti-
tled Pak Pranali sent to him from Mayavati and 
attempted to cook various dishes. His cook-
ing was so good that when he was later posted 
at Varanasi, he told his brother monks that he 
could prepare a different variety of payas, sweet 
porridge, each day, which he did continuously 
for eight days. Swami Ananyananda, Swami 
Samprajnananda, and one more monk were with 
him at Uthiramerur. All of them played cricket 
with the local boys every day.

Maharaj worked in Chennai Math for three 
and a half years in various capacities. He then 
left Chennai for Ceylon (now Sri Lanka). At 
the Trincomalee Port of Sri Lanka, he saw the 
ships that were damaged in the war being towed 
down to the land. Later, he served at Brinda-
van and Varanasi centres, and also at the Advaita 
Ashrama, both in Mayavati and Kolkata, before 
going to Belur Math.

He translated the Bhagavadgita with Srid-
hara Swami’s gloss while staying at Belur Math, 
and also did a condensed English rendering of 
the Brahma Sutra Bhashya while at Advaita 
Ashrama in Mayavati.

The Holy Mother

Revered Swami Vireshwaranandaji Maharaj 
was initiated by the Holy Mother Sri Sarada 

 1. The building near Marina Beach in Chennai, 
also known as Castle Kernan, is where Swami 
Vivekananda stayed for nine days in 1897 after 
his triumphant return from the West. Presently 
it is called 'Vivekanandar Illam'.

 2. Nine auspicious days in the Hindu Month of 
Ashvin, out of which three days are dedicated 
for the worship of the Divine Mother Durga.

Devi in Joyrambati. Whenever monks and 
brahmacharins requested him to narrate his 
reminiscences of the Mother, he would encourage 
them to read Swami Saradeshanandaji’s 
reminiscences appearing serially in Udbodhan 
(Bengali journal of the Ramakrishna Order) 
then (1976). He expressed his desire to get it 
translated into English by someone who knew 
Bengali well. (The account is now published in 
the book form as The Mother as I Saw Her by 
Ramakrishna Math, Chennai.) 

In one of the night-sittings, a monk asked: 
‘Maharaj, please tell us about the Holy Mother. 
We want to hear about her, directly from you.’

Maharaj: ‘Has anyone read Gopesh Maharaj’s 
(Swami Saradeshananda) reminiscences? 
Everyone should read it completely and let me 
know if anything more is needed. I will tell you 
on the last day (on the eve of his departure from 
Chennai). Otherwise, every one of you will ask 
for more each day. It would be a great effort on 
my part to bring all things back to memory for 
this specific purpose.’

Damu Maharaj expressed what Gurudas 
Maharaj (Atulananda) had remarked about Holy 
Mother: ‘Kuthai dekhte paartaam, sab samoy 
ghomta pode thaakto; how could we see her face, 
as she would always wear a veil!’

Revered Maharaj immediately intervened 
and said: ‘No, no. That was only in Kolkata. In 
Joyrambati, she was so free that her face was seen 
by all.’ P

Notes
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TRADITIONAL TALES

Savitri-Satyavan

his is a story within a story. Maha-
bharata is the greatest story ever told. It 
also contains several Upaakhyaanas, ancil-

lary stories. One of them is the story of Savitri-
Satyavan, which shows how an ordinary human 
being can win over the all-powerful death. It rep-
resents the triumph of the human spirit over the 
evanescent nature of the world.

The context is this: The Pandavas were liv-
ing in forest during their exile. They were having 
a conversation with a great sage called Mar-
kandeya. The venerable sage narrated anec-
dotes of the bygone era to lift up the spirit of 
the Pandavas.

Yudhishthira said to Markandeya: ‘O great 
sage, I don’t grieve for myself, nor do I grieve for 
my brothers or the loss of my kingdom. But, I do 
grieve for Draupadi, the daughter of Drupada. 
The sons of Dhritarashtra inflicted us with so 
much pain at the game of dice. Sri Krishna saved 
us from the predicament. The daughter of Dru-
pada is very devoted to me. Have you ever seen 
or heard of a lady who is virtuous as Draupadi?’

Markandeya said: ‘O King, I know one such 
lady. Her name is Savitri. She had all the high vir-
tues of a great lady. I will now tell you her story.’

Markendeya then narrated the following 
story.

In the Madra clan, there was a virtuous king 
called Ashvapati. He was ever engaged in sacri-
fices, and being benevolent, was loved by all. He 
was also devoted to the welfare of all creatures. 
But he was in pain as he had no offspring even 

in his advanced age. To beget a noble child, he 
observed rigid vows of continence, subduing his 
senses. He also offered ten thousand oblations 
to goddess Savitri. He observed all these vows 
for eighteen years, after which the goddess was 
pleased and appeared before him. 

The goddess blessed him and said: ‘O King! I 
am very much pleased with your austerities. Ask 
whatever boon you desire.’

Ashvapati said: ‘O Goddess, if you are pleased 
with me, please grant me a highly energetic and 
virtuous daughter.’ 

Saying, ‘Be it so’, the goddess disappeared.
After some time, the king begot a daughter by 

his eldest queen, who was also much devoted to 
God. The eyes of the daughter were prominent 
resembling lotus. Her natal rites were performed 
with great fervour, in which many kings assem-
bled. She was named Savitri, in memory of the 
goddess. The king’s daughter gradually grew up 
like Sri Lakshmi, the consort of Lord Vishnu. 
With time, she stepped into youth.

Stories from Mahabharata

T

A Sculpture Depicting the Pandava Princes and Queen Draupadi
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Seeing princess Savitri’s blazing splendour, 
energy and dynamism, no young man would 
dare to approach and seek her hand in marriage. 
One auspicious day, she worshipped the god-
dess Savitri and taking the offered flowers and 
garlands bowed down at the feet of her father. 
Seeing the daughter attaining her puberty, the 
king became anxious as he could not find a suit-
able groom for her. 

In a disturbed mood, the king said to Savitri: 
‘O my daughter! The time has come for me to 

give you away in marriage to a suitable young 
man. Please tell me your wish. Can you not ven-
ture to select your husband as per your wish? If 
you have anyone in mind, do speak about him 
to me without any hesitation. After due delib-
eration, I will arrange your marriage with him.’

The king pursued:  ‘O my dear one! That 
father, who does not arrange for his daughter’s 
marriage, is blamed for not doing his duty. Hope 
you understand me. Please go ahead in search 
of your husband. Do not delay further. But, be 
careful to act in such a way that we both may not 
be blamed by the gods, the protectors of virtue.’

King Ashvapati then gave orders for the prep-
aration of the journey of his beloved daughter. 
He also sent his ministers and retinue with her. 
Savitri, the embodiment of simplicity and ascetic 
character, bowed down to her father and at his be-
hest set out for the adventurous journey. Seated on 
a golden chariot and surrounded by her ministers, 
she visited many hermitages, where the venerated 
sages lived a contemplative life. Savitri saluted 
them and received instructions from them. She 
also visited many holy places of pilgrimage and 
gave away money to the poor and needy.

One day in his court, when Ashvapati was 
conversing with the divine sage Narada, Savitri re-
turned from pilgrimage and bowed down to her 
father. On seeing Savitri, Narada asked about her 
pilgrimage and its purpose. Ashvapati said to him 
that she had gone to choose her husband. Also, he 
asked Savitri to give details of her journey.

Savitri said: ‘The king Dyumatsena of the 
kingdom of Salva had lost his eyes due to old 
age. That intelligent and devout monarch had 
an infant son. In the course of time, he lost his 
kingdom to a neighbouring enemy, who took 
advantage of his blindness. Deprived of his king-
dom, Dyumatsena entered the forest with his 
wife and the infant child. There, he practised as-
cetic vows following strict disciplines. The son’s 

Goddess Savitri Blessing King Ashvapati
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name is Satyavan, who though born in a royal 
palace, has been brought up in the forest hermit-
age. Being attracted by his divine qualities, I have 
chosen him to be my husband. To be honest, I 
have already married him in my mind!’

Sage Narada disapproved of Savitri’s wish and 
said: ‘O Savitri! You have acted thoughtlessly 
in this matter. Of course, you have chosen an 
exemplary young man, who is gifted with great 
qualities. His father and mother always speak 
truth. Hence, the sages in the forest named him 
Satyavan, the truthful one. In his boyhood, he 
was very fond of horses, and made horses out of 
clay and painted them. Therefore, sometimes, he 
is also called Chitrashva, one who paints horses.’

Narada continued: ‘Satyavan is heroic. He is 
equal to Yayati (an ancient King) in magnanim-
ity and is handsome as Ashwini gods (who are 
considered to be good-looking gods). He is al-
ways self-restraint in his dealings, humble, and 
truthful. He has subdued his senses, is faithful to 
his friends, and also free from any kind of mal-
ice. He modestly behaves with others and is very 
patient. Satyavan, O Savitri, is always plain and 
firm in his honour.’

Ashvapati interrupted: ‘O Narada! You ex-
toll him highly as possessing of noble qualities. 
Please tell me whether he has any defects.’

Narada replied: ‘O King! He has only one de-
fect that overshadows all his qualities and cannot 
be rectified by any means. Unfortunately, he will 
die within a year. He will breathe his last within 
one year from this day.’ 

The king and Savitri had the shock of their 
life upon hearing this. Ashvapati pleaded with 
his daughter to choose someone else as her hus-
band: ‘O Savitri! Satyavan is no doubt a meri-
torious young man. However, he has a great 
defect that surpasses all his good qualities.’

Savitri was firm in her resolve to marry 
Satyavan. She told her father: ‘O my venerable 

father! The die has already been cast. I have 
chosen my husband with all my heart and soul. 
Everything is decided first in our mind and then 
expressed in words. It takes the form of actions 
much later. My situation is an evidence to this 
fact. Whether his life is long or short, whether 
he is full of good qualities or not, I have once for 
all chosen Satyavan to be my husband. I shall not 
look for anyone else.’

Narada had to submit to her commitment, 
and said to the king: ‘O best of men, your daugh-
ter cannot be weaned away from her decision. 
She is a virtuous lady of determination. The qual-
ities you find in Satyavan are impossible to be 
found in any other man. Therefore, I commend 
the resoluteness of your daughter.’

Ashvapati agreed with Narada and said: ‘The 
words of a venerable sage should never be dis-
honoured. Sir, you are my preceptor. I will do as 
directed by you.’ Narada blessed both the father 
and daughter before leaving: ‘May you all be of 
good cheer.’ 

Saying this, sage Narada soared upwards and 
returned to the abode of gods. King Ashvapati 
began to make preparations for the marriage of 
his daughter Savitri. P

(To be continued)

‘In speaking of the Mahabharata to you, it is simply 
impossible for me to present the unending array 
of the grand and majestic characters of the mighty 
heroes depicted by the genius and master-mind of 
Vyasa. … Characters of this Epic and those of the 
Ramayana have been the cherished heritage of the 
whole Hindu world for the last several thousands 
of years and form the basis of their thoughts and of 
their moral and ethical ideas. In fact, the Ramayana 
and the Mahabharata are the two encyclopaedias 
of the ancient Aryan life and wisdom, portraying 
an ideal civilisation which humanity has yet to as-
pire after.’

— Swami Vivekananda (Complete Works, 4.100–1)
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Swami Atmashraddhananda

See God with Open Eyes: 
Meditation on Ramakrishna 
Swami Chetanananda
Vedanta Society of St Louis, 205, S Skinker Blvd., St 
Louis, MO 63105, usa. Website: www.vedantastl.org. 
2018. 480 pp. $29.95. hb. isbn 9780916356095.

Can God be seen?—this age-old 
question, asked by countless men and 
women across time zones, countries, 

and in various situations, is the burning issue in 
all sincere minds. The belief that ‘God cannot be 
seen’ has given rise to many schools of thoughts, 
philosophical and political, some of which have 
led to much strife, bloodshed, violence, and 
unrest. There is much confusion on this front. 
‘Religions of the world have become lifeless 
mockeries’, remarked Swami Vivekananda a cen-
tury ago, ‘What the world wants is character. 
The world is in need of those, whose life is one 
burning love, selfless’ (Complete Works, 7.501). 
This fountain of unselfish love bursts forth when 
one goes to the source of one’s being, no mat-
ter whether one addresses that inner Reality as 
God, Atman, Brahman, or by any other name. 
But, again, the question remains: Has any one 
seen God?

This is not a new question. Swamiji as a young 
college student too asked Sri Ramakrishna the 
same: ‘Have you seen God, sir?’ ‘Yes, I see Him 
just as I see you here, only in a much intenser 
sense’, replied Sri Ramakrishna with a smile, 
‘God can be realized, one can see and talk to 
Him as I am seeing and talking to you. But who 
cares?’ (Life of Swami Vivekananda, 1.77). In 

other words, if we aspire to see God, we have 
to seek God, and not seek from  God. This radical 
change in approaching God—not for fulfilling 
one’s desires (kama) but for the sake of seeking 
God (moksha)—is a watershed event in one’s 
journey to the Divine. Then we seek God as the 
source of all peace, joy, and eternal life and realise 
that God is and can be experienced. 

In this perspective, Sri Ramakrishna’s per-
sonality, his inner struggles and spiritual attain-
ments, reflecting through his wonderful life, is a 
practical demonstration of what he admitted and 
practised in his life. See God with Open Eyes by 
Swami Chetanananda is a meticulous account of 
how Sri Ramakrishna saw God, both with closed 
and open eyes. It shows how we too can walk in 
his footsteps to help us reach that transcendental 
state of divine realisation. To cite from the book:

Atheists do not believe in God, while agnostics 
doubt the existence of God. The German phil-
osopher Friedrich Nietzsche declared, ‘God is 
dead’. Neale Donal Walsch, an American author, 
wrote: “We need a new God. The old God isn’t 
working anymore.’ Millions and millions of 
people think that God does not exist because 
we do not see. In this present age, Ramakrishna 
demonstrated religion to believers as well as to 
unbelievers such as atheists, agnostics, sceptics, 
and materialists’ (17).
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Swami Chetanananda, the author, is well-
known for his earlier books such as the biog-
raphies of Sri Ramakrishna and Holy Mother 
Sri Sarada Devi, and also the large volumes 
chronicling the lives of disciples of Sri Rama-
krishna, both monastics and householders. A 
senior monk of the Ramakrishna Order, he is 
the Minister In-charge of the Vedanta Society of 
St Louis, usa. He states the reason that induced 
him to write this book: 

During meditation with closed eyes, I try to 
think ‘Aham Brahmasmi—I am Brahman’. 
Again, when I serve human beings with opened 
eyes, I try to think ‘Tattwamasi—thou art that, 
or you are Brahman’. Both are the great Vedic 
dictums (maha-vakya) indicating that ‘I’ and 
‘you’ are the same. This experience of one-
ness—unity in diversity—is the culmination 
of Vedantic wisdom taught by Sri Ramakrishna. 
Only this nondual experience can bring eternal 
peace and bliss to humanity (14).
Divided into seventeen attractive chapters, 

the book begins with ‘Meditation on Ramakrish-
na’s Form’, followed by meditations on his mind, 
divine qualities, Lila (divine play or sport), ser-
vice to humanity, and his teachings on medita-
tion. This meditation series of six chapters has 
many insights and elevating visualisations based 
on what is said about Sri Ramakrishna in his au-
thentic biographies and the narratives given in his 
Gospel. Citing incidents after incidents, providing 
many details of Sri Ramakrishna’s actions and re-
sponses in various situations, quoting what the 
devotees and the eye-witnesses said of Sri Ram-
akrishna’s physical features, gestures, movements, 
and his exalted spiritual state, these chapters knit 
up a palpable ambience made of words where one 
feels Sri Ramakrishna’s intense divine presence. 

For instance, in ‘Meditation on Ramakrish-
na’s Form’, in the section on his hands, the author 
narrates: ‘On several occasions, the Master used 
his ring finger to write a mantra on his disciples’ 

tongue. One day when Narendra came to 
Dakshineswar, the Master touched his chest with 
the palm of his hand and the world disappeared 
from Narendra’s mind. When Chandramani [Sri 
Ramakrishna’s mother] was dying at bakul-tala 
ghat, the Master held her feet with his hands and 
said with tearful eyes, “Mother, you don’t know 
whom you carried in your womb” ’ (21). ‘Medita-
tion on Ramakrishna’s Divine Qualities’ enlists 
a number of spiritual and divine qualities that a 
devotee meditating on him can think of. 

Swami Chetanananda places Sri Ramakrish-
na’s divine qualities in the perspective of six 
aspects of  ‘Bhagavan’ mentioned in Hindu scrip-
tures such as aishwarya, splendour or spiritual 
power; virya, vigour; yashas, fame; shri, beauty or 
auspiciousness; jnana, knowledge; and vairagya, 
renunciation. This would be of help to all seekers 
who meditate on Sri Ramakrishna as their ishta 
devata or favourite chosen deity. Besides, his other 
qualities such as devotion, humility, shraddha or 
deep faith, simplicity, and compassion are also 
dwelt upon. A living embodiment of all yogas, 
meditation, and Vedanta, Sri Ramakrishna’s qual-
ities can be meditated upon by serious seekers of 
all traditions with definite benefits.

These meditation-chapters make one see the 
life and personality of Sri Ramakrishna from a 
fresh viewpoint. They take us into a world, as it 
were, where we live with Sri Ramakrishna—feel-
ing his presence, interacting with him, convers-
ing and joking with him—and being awestruck 
with his spiritual splendour. Throughout the 
book, the author quotes from a variety of sources 
including the Upanishads, Gita, Puranas, Bible, 
and many other spiritual classics to drive his 
point home. 

Likewise, the chapter dealing with meditation 
on the places connected with Sri Ramakrishna 
takes one to those places, giving minute details of 
their locations, describing how Sri Ramakrishna 
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lived or visited those places. ‘Meditation’ being a 
buzzword today, the teachings of a great spiritual 
master like Sri Ramakrishna on meditation are 
of much importance. Perhaps, this chapter could 
be made into a handy booklet which would be 
of help to those who are seeking guidance on the 
practice of meditation. 

Besides these six chapters, there are eleven 
chapters focusing on other aspects of Sri Rama-
krishna such as his prayer and scripture. Prayer 
is a vital spiritual discipline. Vedic and Puranic 
literature are filled with various kinds of prayers. 
Prayers are basically of two types: those done 
with a view to fulfil a worldly desire or work, and 
spiritual prayers done seeking love for God, di-
vine knowledge, and purity. In Sri Ramakrishna, 
one sees complete dependence on God in all re-
spect. To Sri Ramakrishna, the essence of prayer 
was: ‘Naatha tumi sarvasva amaar; O Lord, you 
are my all in all.’ In this regard, the author quotes 
numerous incidents from the life of Sri Rama-
krishna demonstrating efficacy of these prayers. 

Chapters ten and eleven document and nar-
rate the history of Lilaprasanga and Katham-
rita, the authentic biography and teachings of 
Sri Ramakrishna respectively. They are vital to 
understand the historical perspective, as well as 
the hardships and obstacles faced by the authors 
of these works, and their significance in the con-
temporary religious history. Such narratives add 
to the authenticity of these classics and induces 
a sense of respect for the authors in our mind. 
A few images of the original diaries of M., the 
chronicler of the Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna is a 
value addition to the book. 

The chapter ‘Blessed Meditation’ chiefly focuses 
on meditations as practised among people follow-
ing the path of devotion to personal God, though 
other aspects of meditation are also mentioned. 
The penultimate chapter of the book has an im-
aginary interview, originally written in Bengali, 

with Sri Ramakrishna. It is a creative way of pres-
enting Sri Ramakrishna’s ‘take’, as the modern usage 
would put it, on various issues related to spiritu-
ality which are interwoven with his life, person-
ality, and incidents mentioned in his biographies. 

Sri Ramakrishna’s painting with eyes open by 
Swami Tadatmananda of the Ramakrishna Order 
on the book’s cover page is aptly suggestive of its 
title. So are the illustrations in black and white 
spread across the book. Clear, sharp, and some 
of them quite rare, these pictures intimately con-
nect the reader to the theme of various chapters. 

See God with Open Eyes is a book of medita-
tion, wherein one learns the basic fundamentals 
such as the conditions, process, and the ideal of 
meditation. And all under the expert guidance of 
a great master like Sri Ramakrishna! What mat-
ters ultimately is the purity of character. ‘Num-
bers do not count, nor does wealth or poverty; a 
handful of men can throw the world off its hinges, 
provided they are united in thought, word, and 
deed’, as Swamiji once remarked (Complete Works, 
7.372). Realising God is what matters; temples, 
rituals, or doctrines are but secondary details. 
Faith in God, to begin with, is like entering a dark 
room. Then, it becomes intellectual and at last it 
reaches the spiritual. What matters then is ‘My 
Lord, and my God  ’. Realising this divine mood, 
all selfishness, sorrow, and duality come to an end 
and one enjoys eternal peace and bliss. 

Restlessness of mind comes from the attach-
ment to the objects of senses. One of the best ways 
to overcome this attachment is to contemplate on 
the divine play and qualities of an incarnation of 
God. One then dwells on those holy incidents 
and slowly develops love for the divine form and 
spiritual personality. Such pure love deepens our 
meditation. The present volume is bound to help 
all spiritual aspirants in this direction. Surely, the 
book will find its honoured place in all libraries 
and personal collections on spiritual life. P
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Srimad Bhagavad Gita: 
Insights and Significance
Swami Tyagishananda
From the notes of Swami 
Kirtidananda
Ramakrishna Mission Institute of 
Culture, Golpark, Kolkata 700029. 
Website: https://www.sriramakrishna.
org. 2019. 620 pp. `400. hb. isbn 
9789388542036.

Bhagavadgita is a reservoir of divine knowledge 
and a source of inspiration to thousands of 

spiritual seekers. The present commentary on the 
Gita by Swami Tyagishananda is exceptional on 
several accounts, which itself substantiates the ne-
cessity of such a commentary. 

1. The author considers the vishaada, the sorrow 
of Arjuna to be a ‘Yoga’, the pathway to God. Ac-
cording to him, duhkha, the sorrow, is intended to 
direct one to retrace one’s steps from the evil ways 
and take one to the proper path. The sorrow of Ar-
juna is a necessary condition for such an education.

2. In his elaborate introduction, the author 
proves the fact that the Gita is a veda-bhaashya, 
an exhaustive commentary on the Vedas. He also 
highlights the significance, the character, and the 
necessity of the teachings of the Gita, entirely 
from a new perspective. He defends his views by 
quoting profusely from several sources, among 
them some are not very well known. It shows the 
erudite scholarship and vast scriptural knowledge 
of the author. It also reveals his spiritual insight 
and intuitive powers. 

3. The commentary on each chapter begins with 
an appropriate analysis and concludes with a dis-
cussion on how the present chapter is closely related 
to the next chapter. Both the introduction and the 
conclusion are in unison and helpful for the reader 
to understand the subject matter of each chapter.

4. The commentary harmonises the ideas of 
ancient commentators like Acharya Shankara, 

Acharya Ramanuja, Acharya Madhva, Acharya 
Vallabha, and Madhusudana Saraswati. Also, 
there is a scholarly attempt to reconcile the ideas 
of Western philosophers with the ideals taught by 
Sri Ramakrishna and Swami Vivekananda.

5. The uniqueness of this commentary lies 
in the way several words in the Gita are inter-
preted by the author, who substantiates his in-
terpretation with extensive quotations from the 
scriptures. 

6. Swami Tyagishananda classifies the Gita 
into three sections of six verses each, represent-
ing  tvam,  ‘you’;  tat,  ‘that’; and  asi, ‘are’—the 
constituents of the well-known Upanishadic dic-
tum, Tat Tvam Asi,  ‘you are that’. He also gives 
two more types of classification wherein he says 
that the three sections teach karma, jnana, and 
bhakti as well as dualism, qualified non-dualism, 
and non-dualism respectively. He establishes 
above ideas with relevant arguments and illustra-
tions. He says that each one of these sections of 
six chapters are homogenous and hence, cannot 
be compartmentalised.

The appendices to this book contains an ex-
haustive interpretation of several intricate sub-
jects like avataara, svaraajya, and so on. 

In all, Swami Tyagishananda is of the view 
that the Gita propounds the idea that realis-
ing  parabrahman  or the supreme divine Con-
sciousness is the svadharma or one’s duty. He also 
says that the Gita emphasises on the importance 
of tyaaga, renunciation, and yoga, the spiritual 
discipline to achieve this goal.

This encyclopaedic treatise should find a place 
in the house of everyone, who wants to study the 
Gita in-depth and understand its true significance. 
We should be grateful to Swami Kirtidananda, 
who painstakingly took the class notes; and also 
to Swami Sukhatmananda, who worked hard to 
give the book a presentable shape. 

Dr K L Prasannakshi
Retd Professor of Sanskrit, Mysore
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he origin of Vedas has been a matter 
of speculation for scholars. However, it is 
accepted that Vedas are the oldest compil-

ation of man’s quest for understanding reality. 
The source of Vedic thought is the direct revela-
tion and experience of the ultimate truth by the 
ancient Indian seers (rishis). These seers directly 
experienced the absolute background of all this 
passing phenomena of appearances. Such an ex-
perience of these seers is non-sensory and non-
perceptual as it is the result of expanding their 
ordinary consciousness (subjectivity) to a higher 
dimension, transcending our conventional di-
chotomy of Self and world.

Both the Vedic seers and our modern West-
ern psychologists are seriously concerned with 
one central issue. This is the perennial subjective 
experience of man, his ‘I-ness’ which is his con-
sciousness of himself and the world. While Vedic 
seers integrated both self and world in a back-
ground of non-polarizable reality, Western psych-
ologists found themselves at crossroads regarding 
this question of subjectivity vs objectivity.

Consciousness, Mind and the World

Our common sense tells us that there are three 
distinct aspects in the act of experience:

1. That aspect of ourselves which remains un-
changing in spite of age and life situations. This 
is the ‘I’ or ‘consciousness’—the substratum.  

2. That aspect of ourselves which keeps on chang-
ing from moment to moment and with which we 
construct a model of ourselves and our outer 
world. This is ‘mind’, the dynamic aspect of con-
sciousness. 3. The outer ‘world’, the entire field of 
our perception which seems to have an indepen-
dent existence, apart from ourselves.

Conventionally, ‘consciousness’ and ‘mind’ 
are clubbed together to constitute the ‘subject’ 
(cognizer) to which the ‘world’ is presented as 
an ‘object’. 

Western psychology considers conscious-
ness and mind as synonymous. The presump-
tion is that ‘world’ exists as it appears to our 
senses. Western psychology has rejected con-
sciousness as a fundamental and primary reality 
in nature. Consciousness is considered as a de-
rivative function or a vector of forces, physico-
chemical and biological. This is the doctrine of 
epiphenomenalism. Two of the alarming reper-
cussions of this tenet are worth considering. In 
the first place, it has robbed man of his sense 
of self-responsibility and free will, as he is at 
the mercy of several interactional forces. Also, 
it has deprived man of a teleological context 
to account for his motives and aspirations. 
With its philosophy of determinism, reduc-
tionism and pessimism, Western psychology is 
in a frantic struggle to establish itself as a valid 
scientific discipline. P

T
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Headquarters

Cyclone Amphan, the fiercest storm of the cen-
tury to strike the state of West Bengal, left Belur 
Math almost unscathed except uprooting some 
old trees on 20 May. Fortunately, the old mango 
tree situated near Swamiji’s Room remains safe 
and intact.

News of Branch Centres 

Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, Morabadi, 
Ranchi launched on 16 May a mobile phone 
app named Vivek Krishi to serve as a handbook 
of agriculture for farmers.

Mamata Banerjee, Chief Minister of West 
Bengal, visited Ramakrishna Math (Gadadhar 
Ashrama), Kolkata on 21 May.

Values Education and Youth Programmes

Rajkot Ashrama held an online elocution com-
petition in April and May in which 143 students 
from different states took part.

Relief

Cyclone Relief: The extremely severe cyclone 
Amphan made landfall over the West Bengal 
coast on 20 May and left a trail of destruction 
in many parts of the state and some areas of 
Bangladesh. The cyclone rendered thousands 
of people homeless, uprooted trees and electric 
poles and caused inundation of several areas. De-
tails of the relief operations carried out by our 
branch centres in response to the disaster are 
as follows: India: West Bengal: (a) Baghba-
zar centre distributed 5,000 kg rice, 1,000 kg 
pulses, and 5,000 kg potatoes among 1,000 fam-
ilies in North 24 Parganas district on 30 and 31 
May. (b) Baranagar Mission centre served 1,850 

plates of cooked food in Kolkata from 26 to 28 
May. (c) Belgharia centre served 886 plates of 
cooked food among 219 families and distributed 
3,000 kg chira (rice flakes), 900 kg pulses, 150 kg 
soya chunks, 300 litres cooking oil, 600 kg salt, 
600 kg sugar, 600 packets of biscuits, and 1,200 
bars of soap among 600 families in North 24 
Parganas district on 29 and 30 May. (d) Contai 
centre distributed 1,290 kg pulses, 6,500 kg po-
tatoes, 1,339 kg onions, 1,350 kg soya chunks, 675 
litres cooking oil, 270 kg assorted spices, 1,300 kg 
sugar, and 428 tarpaulins among 1,378 families in 
Purba Medinipur district from 24 to 30 May. (e) 
Kasundia centre served 2,500 plates of cooked 
food among 350 families in Howrah from 28 to 
31 May. (f ) Kathamrita Bhavan centre served 
3,480 plates of cooked food and distributed 80 
tarpaulins to needy people in Kolkata from 22 to 
30 May. (g) Manasadwip centre provided shel-
ter to 1,100 persons in South 24 Parganas district 
on 20 May and served 14,337 plates of cooked 
food in South 24 Parganas district from 19 to 
23 May. (h) Naora centre served 23,222 plates 
of cooked food among 6,389 families and dis-
tributed 300 tarpaulins among 300 families in 
South 24 Parganas district from 24 to 30 May. 

Cyclone Amphan Relief by Ramakrishna Mission, Manasadwip
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(i) Narendrapur centre served 37,009 plates of 
cooked food and distributed 191 kg muri (puffed 
rice), 2,700 kg pulses, 4,100 kg potatoes, 80 kg 
soya chunks, 1,000 litres cooking oil, 500 kg salt, 
32,256 packets of biscuits, and 1,154 bars of soap 
among 2,700 families in North and South 24 
Parganas districts and also 5,780 tarpaulins to 
the victims of the two districts from 20 to 28 
May. (j) Saradapitha centre served 17,900 plates 
of cooked food and distributed 77 kg rice, 132 
kg pulses, 316 kg potatoes, 39 kg soya chunks, 
77 litres cooking oil, 2.5 kg turmeric powder, 92 
kg salt, 66 kg sugar, 1586 packets of biscuits, and 
133 bars of soap among 183 families in Howrah 
and North 24 Parganas districts from 23 to 31 
May. (k) Sarisha centre served 57,974 plates of 
cooked food to 4,172 families in South 24 Parga-
nas district in May. (l) Taki centre served 10,015 
plates of cooked food to 400 families in North 
24 Parganas district from 25 to 30 May. Bangla-
desh: Bagerhat centre distributed 250 kg rice, 
480 kg chira, 480 kg muri, 50 kg pulses, 50 kg 
potatoes, 25 litres cooking oil, 25 kg salt, 480 li-
tres drinking water, and 240 bars of soap among 
290 families in Khulna and Satkhira districts on 
24 and 29 May.

Fire Relief: Assam: In a fire accident in Ka-
rimganj district on 14 April, four families had lost 
their dwellings. Karimganj centre distributed 25 
kg rice, 5 kg dal, 10 kg potatoes, 1 litre cooking oil, 

5 kg salt, 5 packets of puffed rice, 10 packets of bis-
cuits, 5 packets of tea leaves, 2 litres milk, 5 blan-
kets, 5 dhotis, 5 saris, 5 towels, 10 face masks and 
10 bars of soap among the 4 families on 15 April.

Distress Relief: The headquarters and several 
branch centres distributed various items, shown 
against their names, to needy people: India: (a) 
Bamunmura: 2,000 T-shirts, 2,977 trousers, 517 
jackets, 500 sweaters, and cut pieces of cloth for 
2,000 shirts from 28 September to 8 March. (b) 
Cooch Behar: 1,000 tops, 1,000 trousers, and 
1,000 sweaters from 15 December to 16 February. 
(c) Dehradun: 600 jackets from 21 January 2019 
to 14 February 2020. (d) Ghatshila: 500 saris 
from 12 January to 2 March. (e) Headquarters 
(through Nabadwip Ashrama): 200 blankets 
on 25 December. (f ) Imphal: 1,000 shirts or T-
shirts, 3,900 tops, 4,600 trousers, 3,000 sweaters 
or sweatshirts, and cut pieces of cloth for 5,000 
shirts from 25 August to 9 March. (g) Malda: 
500 blankets from 15 November to 20 January. 
(h) Purnea: 200 shirts, 200 trousers, and 200 
blazers on 14 January. (i) Purulia: 1,000 shirts, 
1,000 trousers, 200 blankets, 100 jackets, and 
1,500 sweaters from 3 November to 15 March. (j) 
Ranchi Sanatorium: 541 blankets from 9 to 31 
March. (k) Shyamla Tal: 9,000 shirts or T-shirts, 
6,000 trousers, 500 blankets, and 15,000 sweaters 
from 11 November to 20 March. Zambia: Lu-
saka: 100 kg powdered maize on 6 April. P

Cyclone Amphan Relief by Ramakrishna Math, Naora Cyclone Amphan Relief by Ramakrishna Mission, Bagerhat
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•  Electrical & Fire monitoring system engineers.
•  Consultant and Government licenced Engineers
•  Engaged in the electrification of National Capital Region 
 (Delhi Under BSES Rajdhani and Yamuna Power Ltd & 

Greater Noida under Noida Power Company Ltd)

Registered Office: 
4/2A Siraj Ud Daullah Sarani
Kolkata 700 069
Ph: 033-40048573/ 9331203852

Corporate Branch:
85 A Kilokri (Top Floor)
New Delhi 110 014
Ph: 09312343592
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Just Published! 
A new and rare book on the Riimiiyal'fa 

Niima Riimiiyana Mahimii • 
(in Three Volumes) 

(An exhaustive commentary in English 
on the Riimaniima Sankirtanam) 

Swami Harshananda (Original Discourses) 
Adhyaksha Ramakrishna Math, Bengaluru - 560 019 

by Dr. Krishnamurthy Ramakrishna (Transcription and Translation) 
Tampa, FL, USA 

SP!CIA!. F!A'fUR!S 
1. A detailed explanation of the stanzas of the Ramanama Sankfrtanam.
2. Plenty of quotations from the Valmiki Ramaya:Q.a and other works.
3. Exposition of important subjects occurring in the RamayaTJ,a.
4. Discussion of issues considered controversial.

Published by the 
Advaita Ashrama, MayavatI 

Printed and Distributed by the 
Ramakrishna Math, Bengaluru - 19 

Copies can be had from 
1. Ramakrishna Math

Bull Temple Road
Bengaluru - 560 019
Tel: 080 - 2661 3149, 2667 1010
bengaluru@rkmm.org

2. Advaita Ashrama
5, Dehi Entally Road
Kolkata - 700 014
Tel : 91 - 33 - 2289 0898/ 2286 6450 
mail@advaitaashrama.org

r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·, 

! Price: f 1000/- per set of three volumes containing total 1952 pages !
I • i (Packing and postage extra) ! . !
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Advaita Ashrama Publications 
are now available as

eBooks & Audiobooks

eBooks available at
ebooks.advaitaashrama.org

Audiobooks are available 
from Google Play Store

All links avalable at 
 shop.advaitaashrama.org.
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We want to lead mankind to the place 
where there is neither the Vedas, nor 
the Bible, nor the Koran; yet this has 
to be done by harmonising the Vedas, 
the Bible and the Koran. 

Mankind ought to be taught 
that religions are but the varied 
expressions of THE RELIGION, 
which is Oneness, so that each may 
choose the path that suits him best. 

Swami Vivekananda

An Appeal
The composer of the Kathamrita (Gospel of Ramakrishna), Sri Mahendra Nath Gupta’s residential 

house (Kathamrita Bhavan) has become a Branch Centre of the Ramakrishna Math, Belur Math. Sri Sri 
Thakur, Sri Sri Ma, Sri Sri Swamiji and other disciples of Thakur, have all blessed this holy place with 
the dust of their feet.  As the space of this heritage building is very small, an adjacent Building was 
recently purchased by the Math Centre. In addition to serving as an abode for spiritual Sadhakas, this 
centre provides free services to the poor, including a Charitable Dispensary, a Free Coaching centre 
for poor students, and also a Computer Training Centre for the underprivileged at nominal rates. The 

building which provides these services is more than two hundred years old, and in 
urgent need of renovation. The cost for renovation will be approximately INR 1 Cr. 
(One Crore). We humbly request that the sincere devotees of the Holy Trio kindly and 
generously support this noble cause. May the blessings of the Holy Trio and Sri M 
be bestowed upon all of you is our ardent prayer.  Donations, either Cash / Cheque/
RTGS/NEFT/Draft should be sent to Ramakrishna Math, Kathamrita Bhavan and in-
clude the Devotees full Address. Cheques should be made payable to: Ramakrishna 
Math, Kathamrita Bhavan.

Bank details are as follows: State Bank of India, Branch Srimani Market, A/c 
No.37162044100. IFSC Code-SBIN0031539.

All donations are exempt from Income Tax under section80 G. With reverence and salutations to 
all.                    

         Well Wisher 
 Swami Siddheshananda 
 Adhyaksha 

RAMAKRISHNA MATH (KATHAMRITA BHAVAN) 
14, Guruprasad Choudhury Lane, Kolkata - 700 006 
Mobile : 89025-53411 / 7980391808 , E-mail : kathamrita.bhavan@rkmm.org

 “You cannot believe in God  
      until you believe in yourself”

 Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa
 Swami Vivekananda 
 Sri Ramana Maharshi
 Guruji Viswanath
 Swami Ramdas

 Swami Ishwarananda Giri 
 Swami Sivananda 
 HH Swami Abhinava Vidyatheertha
 Sri Jiddu Krishnamurthi 
 Sri Shirdi Sai Baba

Our Publications
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The Story OF
India-Japan Relationship

Swami Vivekananda & Okakura Tenshin,  
the Modern Era Pioneers

Swami Medhasananda

Pages: 512 | Price: ` 400 
Packing & Postage: ` 75

Please write to:
ADVAITA ASHRAMA, 5 Dehi Entally Road, Kolkata 700 014, India
Phones: 033-22890898, 22866450, 7439350571 Email: mail@advaitaashrama.org

The Story of India-Japan Relationship by Swami Medhasananda will 
be Advaita Ashrama’s next forthcoming new book. The book mainly deals 
with Swami Vivekananda and Okakura Tenshin, their meetings and mutual 
influences; and making this the ground, the author explores the story of  
Indo-Japan relationship.

Swami Vivekananda was a staunch admirer of Japan for various reasons, 
and so was Okakura an ardent admirer of India. The study of their chemistry 
makes for an illuminating understanding of Indo-Japan relationship, especially 
in the nineteenth and early twentieth-century contexts.

Readers placing their orders before 15 August 2020 will be offered a special 
25% discount. They should write to mail@advaitaashrama.org with their postal 
address and other contact details (phone number and email ID).
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We want to lead mankind to the place 
where there is neither the Vedas, nor 
the Bible, nor the Koran; yet this has 
to be done by harmonising the Vedas, 
the Bible and the Koran. 

Mankind ought to be taught 
that religions are but the varied 
expressions of THE RELIGION, 
which is Oneness, so that each may 
choose the path that suits him best. 

Swami Vivekananda

Revered Swami Bhuteshanandaji Maharaj, the twelfth President of the 
Ramakrishna Math and Mission, was loved and revered by monks and devotees 
alike for his profound learning, untiring energy, loving heart, and, above all, his 
spiritual accomplishments.

During the long tenure of his spiritual ministry, Revered Maharaj delivered 
discourses at various places both in India and abroad in response to the earnest 
requests of spiritual seekers. This book is a compilation of forty-one of these 
discourses.

Monks and devotees would meet Swami Bhuteshanandaji nearly every day 
during his tenure as President of the Ramakrishna Order and ask him various 
questions on spiritual life. Selected questions and Maharaj’s answers to them 
have been given at the end of the book.

Pages: 520| Price: ` 300 
Packing & Postage: ` 72

Uniqueness of the 
Ramakrishna Incarnation 

and other essays
Swami Bhuteshananda

Please write to:
ADVAITA ASHRAMA, 5 Dehi Entally Road, Kolkata 700 014, India
Phones: 033-22890898, 22866450, 7439350571, Email: mail@advaitaashrama.org

New Release
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A Day in the Life of Holy Mother 
at Udbodhan House 6

In loving memory of Dr. Rina Bhar —Dr. Gopal Chandra BharIn loving memory of Dr. Rina Bhar —Dr. Gopal Chandra Bhar

On Christmas Day in 1918 Holy Mother 
went to see Wilson’s Circus in the 

Maidan with her nieces and devotees, a trip 
that was arranged by her disciple Lalit Cha-
ttopadhyay. Lalit made the arrangements. 
Radhu, Maku, and Nalini wanted to see the 
circus and they asked the Mother’s wealthy 
devotee Lalit Babu to take them to it. Lalit 
said to them if they could make the Mother 
agree to go with them then he would ar-
range everything. The nieces rushed to their 
aunt and demanded that she go with them. 
The Mother finally agreed. Sharat Maharaj 
reluctantly assented, but warned Lalit to 
make sure that Mother would not be incon-
venienced. Lalit hired four horse carriages. 

The circus was held in the southern 
part of the Maidan, near Victoria Memorial 
Hall. Lalit bought expensive tickets for the 
Mother and her companions. The Mother 
was pleased to go to the circus. It was a cold 
winter day. The Maidan was very crowded 
and festive. Music was playing and the 
whole place was flooded with light. When 
the circus was over that evening, the large 
crowd was jostling to leave the Maidan. 

Lalit was running around attempting to get 
a horse carriage, but he failed. The Mother 
was calmly standing in the open Maidan on 
that cold evening. The distance from the cir-
cus tent to Dharmatala Junction was near-
ly half an hour’s walk. It was hard for the 
Mother to walk such a distance as she had 
rheumatic pain. But without any complaint 
the veiled Mother slowly limped all the way 
holding the hand of Golap-ma. 

At Udbodhan, Sharat Maharaj was anx-
iously awaiting the Mother’s return. He was 
smoking a hubble bubble and was deeply 
concerned about the Mother’s safety. As 
soon as we arrived at Udbodhan House, 
Sharat Maharaj learned about Mother’s in-
convenience. He roared like a tiger and rep-
rimanded Lalit, saying, ‘You are a fool!’ Em-
barrassed, Lalit kept his head down. When 
Lalit came upstairs, the Mother caressed his 
head and back, blessed him profusely, so 
that his feeling might not be hurt. At last 
she said to him: ‘My son, Sharat said the 
right thing. Henceforth, do everything after 
considering the pros and cons.’Old Picture of Maidan in front of Victoria Memorial

Old Picture of Dharmatala Junction 
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The best guide in life is strength. In religion, 
as in all other matters, discard everything 
that weakens you, have nothing to do 
with it.

—Swami Vivekananda
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